


EDITORIRL 
He l l o and welcome to the latest Spiri t of Rush . 
As i'm sur e you are all aware , the 'A SHOW OF 
HA~DS ' concert film is now in the stores . Your 
reviews for ne xt i s sue are welcome . 

This issue see's the s econd part of the Geddy 
'IN~ERVIE~' from 1982.Also a follow up to last 
issue 's U.K. single's discography,again by 
Geoff Sheard.I bet you thought you had all of 
the U.K. releas e's did'nt you? Wel l think again. 
We also have some recent (1989) interview's 
wi t h the band,which i'm sure you will find 
i n te rest i ng . 

BACK ISSUE'S 

All six back issue's a r e still available from 
the usual address. Price £1- 50 per copy. 

Ne xt issue will be ready in June. Until then. 

THE DRUMMER SOUNDS OFF 
(not him again') 

Yes, it' s that time once more . A new live album, A Show Of Hands, is probably being 
rcleased as yeu read this, or maybe a long time ago, or maybe not yet. But anyway, it's finished . 

Choo~lng the ma lerial was difficult. We didn't want to use anything that had appeared on 
prevIous albums, with the excepllon of "Closer To The Heart", as it has that snappy "improv" 
b ll at Ihe end that we liked, so we decided to put it on. Other than that, all the material is 
fro m SiXnals on, except for "Witch Hunt", which hadn't been recorded for a live album 
prev iously . 

Mosl of the performances came from the Hold Your Fire tour, many of them recorded in 
Birmingham England during our European tour in April, with others recorded in New Orleans, 
Phoeni X and San Diego . "Mystic Rhythms" and "Witch Hunt" were recorded at the 
Meadowlands in New Jersey, during the Puwer Windows tour. 

The CD givelh and the CD taketh away. 
While the growing popularity of CDs and cassettes allowed us to make Hold Your Firt a 

lilli e longer than a record likes to be, this lime we were in the quandary of making a double
record set that we wanlcd to fit on one CD, so you, the hard -pressed consumer, wouldn't be 
obliged to shell oul for two CDs. So we had to keep the time down to around 74 minutes, and 
had 10 be fairly selecllve abou t the songs we included . There are some we had to leave off 
which we would like 10 have included, and no doubt some of you will be disappointed not to 
find one or two you would have li ked too, but we had to be ruthless. (And now we have no more 
rulh, .) 

The approach to sound was a difficult balance too . In retrospect we a lways felt that All 
Tht l'I'orlJ 's A Stage was a litll e too raw, and that Exit Stagt Left was a lillie too rcfincd, so 
we wcre trying to find thc righ t balance somewhere in between. We're p leased with what 
wc've got, and hope you will be too. We wanted it to sound good, but we wanted it to sound 
I, ut 100, and il's difficult to find the right meeting point sometimes. 

Therc will a lso be a conccrt Video to accompany this album, which Geddy is working on now 
(I w('aseled out of that job!). It was fIlmed dunng two of the Birmingham UK shows, and by all 
rcports is gOing to tu rn out very well. Of course, that's ano ther aspect of the live show that's 
very difficult to capture and reproduce; the visual perfonnance. Really, it's impossible to 
rccord or film a live show in the way that either the musicians or the individual members of 
the aud ience expenenced it , but again it requires a subtle blending of those varying, ilnd 
sometimes diametrical, points of view. We can only try . 

HNe and now, in September 1988, we have just finished a sumr .. ~r of rest and recuperation 
from the Hold Your Firt tour, which ended in Europe at the beginning of May. The tour began 
the previpus October, and so str~tched over about seven months, and it was a difficult one for us. 
The pressure of the perfonnances, the musical and technological challenges, and the scheduling 
were a ll very demanding, and we finished up tired, but very proud of the quality of the shows 
we were able to produce, and salisfied wilh a good tour. 

Sometime In 1989 ~e will start work on a new studio album, and each of us is already at 
work on Ideas for that project . But at the same time we're enjoying the luxury of a little more 
time than we usually take, time to become reacquainted with life, and explore some of its other 
inleres llng avl'Plues . In our fourteen years together we have never lived a second without a 
deadli ne hanging over us, whether five minutes, iI month, or six months aWilY, and for onre we 
haven't got any txltrnal pressure on us, so we're going to enjoy it for iI little while. 

We dtstrvt it ' 
(And yes-- so do you .) ., 
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of the following ,we would not 
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A TRANSCRIPT ION OF A U.S. RAD IO PHONE- IN 

INTERV IEW W ITH GEDDY AND ALEX BROADCAST 

6-2-89 

Bob Richards: The triumvirate of Geddy Lee, Alex Lifeson and Neil Peart has 
given us one of the most potent and powerful trio's in the annals of Rock 
N Roll. And now Rush has released another live album, their third; 
featuring the band at the peak of their powers in concert. It's a pleasure 
for Rockline to welcome from Rush, Geddy Lee. Geddy, good evening and 
welcome. 

Ged: Good evening. Nice to be back. 

Bob: Nice to have you back again. And also with you tonight, making his 
first Rockline appearance is Alex Lifeson. Alex welcome to the programme. 

Alex: Thank you! 

Bob: First question I want to ask you two gentlemen tonight. Now the band 
has been around for so long now, and has such a rich history. How do you 
go about choosing what you perform live? There's so much to pick from! 

Ged: Well it's a difficult decision. You know we have so many albums and 
every time we write a new album it's another 50 to 60 minutes of music that 
we have to try and squeeze some of it into our shows, so, inevitably it's 
a very difficult decision to decide which ones are gonna go, which one's 
are gonna stay. But, we usually try to keep the ones we enjoy playing the 
most and then remember also the ones that seem to be perenial favourites. 

Bob: You must have faced an almost even greater challenge in trying to 
figure out what was going on A Show 'of Hands the double live record? 

Ged: Yeah, it was really tough. But, we knew that we didn't want to repeat 
many things that were from the last couple of live albums. So that gave us 
three or four records to work from. You know, sort of post Moving Pictures. 
And with the exception of Closer to the Heart, it all is pretty recent 
material. 

Bob: Now I understand you have a full length concert video forthcoming, and 
that has an entirely different song configuration . How did that happen? 

Ged: Do you want to answer that one Lerxst? 

Alex: I don't know anything about it. Oh! Really? When is it corning out? Is 
it in colour? 

(General laughter) 
Ged: I better explain it then. The whole decision making behind that was, 

you know, the album is a compilation of many different shows from 
different parts of the World. And obviously with a one night performance 
you can't just pick and choose which songs you like and which are your 
favourite songs. You sort of have to present a complete show, beginning, 
middle and end; cos it's a one nights recording. And so basically we tried 
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to do a condensed version of the show. 

1st Call: When fans of Rush are introduced to your music there is a wave of 
emotion that causes the listener to become kind of obsessed with the music, 
they begin to find themselves musically centred with Rush, never wanting 
to listen to anything else. There seems to be a sort of a cult following 
of fans that are always at the record stores first, never missing a show 
etc. My question is this. How do you as a group respond to such an over
whelming chemistry which you have with your fans? . 

Ged: Well, Alex? (laughs ) What do you say? 

Alex: I don't know. But that was a great question. 

Ged: I think that's a tough one to answer. Whenever you're approached by 
fans in an over-enthusiastic way, you're sorta taken aback and a little 
embarrassed and you just trying to deal with it in sort of a reasonable 
and polite fashion. And, I think when you're actually in a band you try 
to concentrate more on the work at hand and what you're doing, than the 
kind of response that it's getting from the audience, although you 
appreciate it and it is very important to you, that kind of feedback you 
get back from the fans, especially when it's good. But I think you have 
to try and keep it in perspective and remember that the ongoing work is 
the important thing. 

2nd Call: How do you guys feel towards not getting as much press as other 
Rock groups did? 

Alex: It's never really concerned us that much. We've had our share of 
press over the years. We're not the type of band that perhaps is visually 
... sensational. To put it mildly. We don't fall into the same category as 
a lot of other bands like, say, Bon Jovi or something like that, where 
there's a real publicity thing about a group like that. We've always been 
more concerned with the music rather than the image of the band. 
Thankfully! And it doesn't really concern us that much either way I guess 
with press. 

Ged: I think those things are there if you want to chase them, and I think 
a lot of times we just, you know, rather not. 

Bob: On the other hand, it's not like you've been ignored by the print 
media either, you ' ve gotten your fair share. 

3rd Call: Geddy I was wondering if you've ever considered using a fretless 
bass? And Alex I was wondering if you are ever going to sell or exhibit 
any of your paintings? 

Ged: Well, which question shall we deal with first Lerxst? 

Alex: Well I'm doing a painting of a fretless bass, that I was hoping Ged 
was going to play ... (general laughter) .. My painting, unfortunately I 
don't do quite as much as I should; cos I'm really a novice and an ameteur 
but .. 

Ged: But he's a genius. 

A~ex: When we're in the studio, that's the ideal time for me, during basic 
tracks where I have a lot of free time, and you're in a really creative 
mode, and that ' s really the only time I do any of my paintings. But so far 
they've only gone out as gifts. 

Ged: To me! 

Alex: Yeah. To Ged actually. He ' s the owner of a couple. 
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Ged: Yes and they are fine paintings. Especially 'Sitting on a cactus' is 
one of my favourites. As far as the fretless question. + have used a 
fretless in the past, but unfortunately it's not the easiest instrument 
for me to play, so, I don't really have a lot of confidence using it on 
stage or on record. But I play around with one at home. 

4th Call: To what extent did existential writer Ayn Rand play, like as an 
influence on the bands music? And how did it manifest itself in the early 
music in comparison to, maybe the stuff that you've done in recent years? 

Ged: Well I think you have to go back to, I guess, Neil's formative years. 
I think she was a big influence on him at some point of his life, and he 
read the things that she'd written and felt some sympathy and empathy 
towards what she was talking about. Could relate to them. And at different 
stages in our career and in our lives I think we've all read Ayn Rand's 
work and what she had to say; and I think have taken out of it what we can 
but I don't think you could call it an overwhelming effect on our lives to 
this point now. I think it's one of those things that affects you at 
different stages. As you grow you get interested in different authors and 
you have more to learn from a different variety of people, and I think 
that she was somebody that influenced myself at a certain stage, but, you 
know, one of many people I think, when I look back now. 

5th Call: Hold Your Fire was the biggest production album you've released 
to date. Even you Alex, you've taken a front seat at the keyboards on top 
of your gUitar and Taurus pedal responsibilities. Do you think that Rush, 
as a band, has become as busy as it wants to be onstage, or do you intend 
your next album to go deeper into post - production? 

Ged: Well that's a tough question to answer, being at such an early stage 
of writing. But, I can't imagine us getting any busier on stage than we 
already are. Quite the contrary, I like to, myself, be able to loosen up 
just a bit so I can have a little more time to play bass, which . I really 
enjoy playing a lot, and I sometimes feel a little confined behind the 
keyboards. So I am a little torn between the love to play bass and desire 
to have all the wonderful sounds that the keyboards can provide. 

6th Call: My two questions are: First one is, I've unfortunately heard of a 
rumoured break-up of you guys. I sure hope that's not true? Anp please 
comment on that. And have you guys ever considered doing any movie sound
tracks? You guys seem to have a lot of good lyrics, and seems like a 
movie soundtrack would be really good for you all. 

Alex: Break-up? Nobody told me about the break-up. Oh! Great, now I don't 
have a job. Fantastic! Excellent! W~ll I g~ess I'll just go! 

(General laughter) 
Ged: I forgot to tell you Lerxst, before we came here . 

Alex: I don't think we're gonna break-up, for at leas t a couple of weeks . 
At least. 

Ged: And if we do we're not gonna tell anybody . 

Alex: As far as movie soundt r acks . I think both of us would love to get 
involved in something like that. I'ts I think, a much freer kind of 
composing than what we're doing right now. And you have an image that 
you're looking at that you're writing to . So it could be quite exciting . 

Ged: Yeah, I think we'd really like to do that some point. And we have had 
opportunities, but, unfortunately its never really worked out with our 
schedules, and I guess we're just waiting for the amount of time and the 
right script, and the right person to ask us. 

7th Call: My first question is: After you disband, heaven forbid, will you 
release those promo's and video's that you shot back in 75,77,78, Fly By 
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Night, you know those songs? 

Ged: Boy! That's a really strange question. It's really hard to plan your, 
what's gonna happen when you're gone. Those are the things you just never 
think about and I think that your impression of what is, er, looking in 
the vaults, is probably a lot greater than what the reality is. I don't 
think that there's that much stuff that really hasn't been released. So, 
again it's not something that we really think about a lot. So I really 
couldn't answer that question. 

7th Call: My second question is for both Alex and Geddy. What were your 
favourite tours and why? 

Alex: Favourite tours? The Power windows tour was a really great tour. 

Ged: Yes I would agree. 

Alex: The pacing was right on the tour, we went to all the nice places, 
the tour was a good tour on its own. we came to the end of the tour and 
everybody still felt healthy. It was the end of the tour for sure, but, 
we felt a lot more positive and in good spirits when we came off that 
tour. And a couple of the earlier tours also have left a great impression 
for the excitement and for those dreams that came true at that time. To · 
get out on the road and be playing on a big stage, lots of people, 
playing with bands you always looked up to. 

Bob: And you agree with that Geddy? 

Ged; Yeah, absolutely. I think the Power windows tour was a particularly 
enjoyable one. I agree with what Alex said about that, but also in my 
mind I would have to say that the first tour was just so exciting, and 
you never thought you'd get there. And at the same time you never thought 
you'd get there again! So, I think a lot of that tour is very 6lear in 
our minds, and also the first tour that we headlined. First time we 
actually got to step out from the special guest spot or the opening act 
spot and do our own show. I think that was a very exciting time. 

8th Call: I'd like to say congratulations on what is, correct me if i'm 
wrong, Rush's first single by-line production credit - A Show Of Hands! 
In a previous interview Geddy, you mentioned what a learning experience 
it was to speak to so many different producers, when the three of you as 
a group where planning to work with someone, besides Terry Brown, with as 
far as production is concerned. What specifically in terms of ideas for 
the future of Rush, or recording philosophies in general, did Peter Collins 
have that made the three of you make the collective decision to say "Hey, 
we'd like to work with him," and why Was it that Peter Henderson only 
produced Grace Under Pressure? 

Ged: Yeah, I think it is actually. Thank you. Well, that's a long and 
involved answer there. I think to start with Peter Collins was the kind 
of producer, both these questions sort of tie in together. Originally, 
when we started looking for a new producer, after working with Terry, we 
decided we wanted to work with someone who didn't come out of the School 
of engineering, producer. We wanted to get a song producer. More of a guy 
who wasn't technical, but has his sort of focus on the music and song
writing, and to help us get a different perspective on that than we'd had 
in the past, and our search was exhaustive for Grace Under Pressure and, 
we never found exactly that, and we had some other people that were lined 
up to do the record, and at the last minut~ they sort of bailed out. And 
to make a long story short; we ended up deciding togo with an engineer, 
just to do that record, and that's why we chose Peter Henderson, he was a 
very good engineer, and all along we sort of intended only to do that, get 
Grace Under Pressure done and on with the look. So then we kept on looking 
and when we discovered Peter Collins, he just had all the pre-requisites 
that we looked for. He was fundamentally sound, he was very responsible, 
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he knew a good song and he wasn't afraid to tell us when he didn't think 
we we're at our best. And he encouraged us to try to improve our song 
writing and to pOint out those areas that he felt were ~eak, and I think 
we learned a lot in the world of arrangement and production from him. 

9th Call: I noticed that you had an additional musician, Andy Richards, 
playing keyboards on your Hold Your Fire album. Is there a possibility 
that the great Canadian power trio will become a four-some? 

\ 

Alex: I don't think so. We've often thought about that, especially in the 
past around the time of A Farewell to Kings really. We decided whether it 
was time to get a fourth member in and do the things that we wanted to do 
- expand the sound the way that we wanted to and add that extra dimension 
to it. But decided to take it upon ourselves to learn to play the other 
instruments, to get the other textures, while not disrupting the chemistry 
that we have between the three of us. So we spent all this time trying to 
do it right. I don't think we're gonna get somebody else now. 

10th Call: Whatever happened to John Rutsey? 

Alex: John's still around. I see John quite often, he gave up playing 
shortly after he left the band, and went into body building. He competed 
on an ameteur level for a while, doing that for a few years, and has sort 
of been in and out of that, but he still works out, and I work out with 
him a few times a week at a local gym here, Golds here in Toronto. 

Bob: There you go. And of course John, the original drummer for the band. 

11th Call: With your new CD live album, I was wondering if you planned to 
do any studio double albums, something like that? 

Ged: Well, right now we're in the process of writing the next studio album. 
We started about a week ago, and we should, hopefully in June, we'll start 
recording it, and hopefully before the years out you'll have a new studio 
Rush album. 

12th Call: I was wondering why you haven't played Freewill 6n your last 
few tours? The song kind of deals with not believing in god, and I was 
wondering if maybe your ideas changed? 

Ged: First of all, I don't think that song is about not believing in god. 
The song is about freedom of choice and Freewill, and you believe in what 
you decide you believe in. That's what really the song is about. And 
secondly, the reason we haven't played it is, we played it for quite a few 
tours in a row and we sort of got a little , burnt out on it. So we're 
giving it a rest, but you never know when it might come back. 

12th Call: My other question was, I noticed in the sleeve for Hold Your 
Fire, there's a couple of symbols from like, there's the fire hydrant from 
Signals, televisions from Power Windows, the number fifteen, which I guess 
represents that Hold Your Fire is the fifteenth album. I was wondering if 
that was something just thrown in, or, if there was some kind of reason 
for that? If all the albums are represented on that somehow? 

Ged: Yeah, there's a few references to albums, but it's really nothing more 
than just sort of a whim. 

Alex: A graphics thing. 

Ged: Yeah. It's like one of those graphic things. Like graphic artists like 
to do, you know, refer to other records, and I think it also makes the 
cover more interesting when you have something to look for. 

Bob: Yeah it sure does, and it's something to hook you into there. 
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Alex: Did you find the secret phone number there? 

Bob: (Laughing) Don't do that to him Alex. 

Alex: Million dollars! You can win a million dollars! 

13th Call: Now that you've been in the music business for a while! Do you 
enjoy touring as much now as before? Or do you prefer recording in the 
studio at home, where you can be with your family? 

Alex: They're two different things, touring and recording. They're both 
very difficult in their own ways. Touring now is probably not as 
satisfying as it was in the early days, because it was exciting and it 
was a new thing. But, after fifteen years it does become a bit of a grind, 
and you lose some of the excitement. I don't think it's so much the 
playing as it is sitting in a hotel room and then sitting in a dressing 
room and sitting in a bus and all that. You try to make it the best you 
can. Geddy and I playa lot of tennis, or go to movies, catch a show what
ever, to make it a little more interesting, but, it has dulled a bit over 
the years. 

Ged: But I think it is very important to add that, it is how you tour. The 
longer you're a band together the more tours you do, the more aware you 
have to be of how quickly the interest can wane, and the worst thing about 
it is if you're going out on a tour and you're tired and missing you're 
family, and all those kind of things, you don't play your best. So I think 
you have to balance it, so that you are in a good state of mind all the 
time you're on the road, and that if that means playing a few less dates 
per tour to keep you fresher, then I think it's worth it, because those 
performances that you give will all that much better. 

Alex: Yeah that's true. If you get yourself down it's very difficult to 
recover from that. Especially when you have an eight month tour looming 
ahead of you. 

14th Call: Three quick questions for you gentlemen tonight, if you don't 
mind? First of all. Alex, have you been posing in any speedo swimwear 
lately? 

Alex: No. I won that bet. 

Bob: Let's stop. Lets fill everybody in. You made a bet, and part of the 
bet was if you didn't lose 20lbs in a certain amount of time, that you 
would have to pose in a Speedo, and then it would be published in a major 
periodical. But he lost weight so ... 

Alex: So I lost 1871bs . 

Ged: And I must say Alex. You look marvellous. You really do. 

Alex: That's only one leg. (General laughter) 

14th Call: My next questions roll together I guess. First of all, do we 
have a new producer lined up for the new album? Second and third, if you 
care to comment on these. Do we have a new label lined up for you guys? 
And, what about the rumours that Neil is gonna be joining The Who for 
their next album and tour? 

Ged: (Laughing) Well that's news to him I'm sure. Let's see, one at a time. 
First one, No we don't have a new producer iined up for the next album, 
we're in the process of talking to them. Second question, we have no 
comment at this time. And as far as Neil joining The Who, I think that's 
news to him. 

15th Call: When you were selecting what you were going to put on this album, 
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why did you exclude Toronto from your live recording? 

Ged: Well we'd done a lot of live recording in the past in Toronto, and we 
figured that it was time to record some audiences in different parts of 
the United states and overseas. We thought we'd go south. 

Alex: We also filmed a special on the Grace Under Pressure tour that was 
done here in Toronto at Maple Leaf Gardens. And there was a live sound 
track from that as well. 

16th Call: First of all I'd like to ask Geddy. You have a unique and 
excellent style of bass playing. And I was wondering when you're writing a 
bass line, are you trying to make a statement about your bass playing, or 
do you just try to write a bass line that fits in the context of the 
particular song that you're writing? 

Ged: Yeah, I think it's really the latter. You're just trying to write a 
part that suits the song and enables you to play something that is 

interesting and you won't get bored with. I think what happens is though, 
after years of playing you develop your own style. and that's the kind 
of thing that becomes sort of inevitable in whatever bass line you choose 
to write. Whatever melodies come out, there seems to always be something 
that is uniquely you, in the you're playing. 

16th Call: Secondly, I'd like to ask you guys. Two of my favourite Rush 
songs are La Villa Strangiato and Y.Y.Z. I was wondering if we'll hear 
another instrumental song from Rush? 

Ged: I think that's very possible. 

Alex: Yeah, we talked about this just recently; that we'd like to do 
another instrumental song on this next album. 

Ged: So we'll try and do it. 

17th Call: My first question is for you Alex. And being a great guitarist 
that you are, I'm surprised nobody has asked you this question yet, but, 
what is your favourite guitar solo and what was the hardest one ,to put 
down on record? 

Alex: My favourite solo? It's a little difficult. There are so many. No 
there are parts of solo's, or there are some solo's that I really like, 
but I like most of them. It's like if you have fifteen kids, which one do 
like the best? Limelight has always been a favourite , of mine, and the solo 
from Mission, I've always felt captures an emotion which is, I think, 
probably the most characteristic thing about my playing. The second 
question, I remember the solo in Camera Eye being very difficult to get. 
It had been a long day, worked very, very hard working on this solo, 
couldn't find a direction, couldn't find anything . I turned to Terry and 
said "Terry, I just got to get out of the studio for some inspiration." 
And I went outside, and there was a full moon out, and I thought - I'll 
walk out there, and I'll look up to the moon and try and get some 

inspiration. And I looked up a t the moon, it was a big full moon, and as 
soon as I looked up, this big cloud came in front of the moon. And I 
went "okay, thank you." Went inside and said, "maybe we don't really need 
a solo here." 

(Laughter) 
18th Call: What happens to a lot of your technicians and stuff, on some of 
your live albums you see, crew chiefs and stage left and stage right and 
what have you. What happens to these guys down the line, are they kind of 
temporaries, or are they permanent with you? 

Ged: Well a lot of the guys have been with us quite a long time. A few of 
them disintegrate along the way, but, generally we try to keep the same 
people together. A lot of our closest crew members have been with us for 
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quite a while. 

19th Call: I noticed on your last album in Time Stand Still and Mission, 
and some songs like that, that possibly you're coming to a middle-aged 
crisis as a band. And you're reflecting upon your past experiences and 
that maybe you're a little depressed about some things. And I was 
wondering if you could talk about that? 

Ged: Well I wouldn't call that depression at all . I mean, I think there are 
certain things you go through in your life the older you get that you have 
to deal with. And actually it almost seems in a way that your eyes are 
opening wider and wider the older you get. And I don't think it's a 
depressing thing, it's just the things you go through in life and they 
help you grow, and sometimes they're not always pleasant, but you get over 
them. 

20th Call: Geddy, you said that, a long time ago, that you wanted the band 
to achieve something musically that Ayn Rand had in her novel 'Anthem'. Do 
you believe that Rush has reached their goals? I believe so. 

Ged: I think it would be prosumptious of me to compare anything that we've 
done in that same light to a great novel like that. But, I feel we've done 
some good things, but I always feel that there's a better thing around the 
corner. So I just keep plugging away. 

Bob: Thank you gentlemen. Thanks for being on tonight, really enjoyed it. 

Alex: A pleasure. 

Ged: It was great fun as always. 

Bob: And good luck with the new album, we'll look forward to hearing it. 
And continuous success with the live album. Rush my guests on Rockline 
tonight! 
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Dear Ed, 
Having just heard Rush's new release - A Show Of Hands - I 

felt I just had to write to you ln a mood of total ectasy ••• 

I am a fan of everything Rush have ever done, and find it difficult 
to believe that anybody else can derive as much pleasure from their 
music as I do. To describe myself as fanatical would be an understate
ment. I could write volumes on just what I think is so special about 
the band, however this is a review of 'Show' so I won't bore you. 

let me start with 'Hold Your Fire' - musically Hush's greatest accom
'plishment to date in most respects, lyrically, songwriting and individ
ual musianship. However, to me the album lacks that certain bite and 
aggressiveness displayed on earlier albims, particualarly 'Moving fict
ures' and 'Grace'. To me the album is a little too subtle. However the 
live versions of the four 'Fire' tracks on the 'Show' add that missing 
vigour and energy on Mission, Turn The Page, Force Ten and Time Stand 
Still, leads to the songs being the highlights of the album and possib
ly the best music Rush have ever created. 

I was a littie surprised at the decision to include Distant Early 
Harning and ~itch Hunt, considering live versions of both songs are 
available on the B sides of Time Stand Still 12" and Frime Mover 12" 
(jD cover). }erhaps the inclusion of The ~eapon and Territories would 
have been a better move. 

I am aware that some peo~le did not approve of Closer To The Heart 
being included as we already have j live versions previously on 'Exit' 
(iF and video) and on the GU}'T video. However I think many will agree 
this version is so good that it was worth it. Neil's 'Rhythm Method' 
has to be the drum solo to end all drum solo's. The world's best at 
his best. 

Other highlights, on the album include 'Subdivisions', which benefits 
tremendously from Alex's guitar work; 'rled Sector A' is full of energy 
and passion - fabulous - 'Distant Early ~arning' demonstrates just how 
much energy and power a trio can generate in a live situation, however 
I must confess to prefering the version recorded on the Grace tour. 
Small touches such as the inclusion of "'rhe three stooges" and running 
the songs together without gaps, as on 'Exit' giv.es the album much more 
of a concert feel. I must also mention how impressed I was with the 
sound quality - quite outstanding. 

So there we have it, the 'i5th masterpiece from Rush, absolutely bril
liant from start to finish. I am left with one question - is it possib
le to improve? only Geddy, Alex and Neil can answer that. 

MARCUS GAU1T (ED CKS) 
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CD REVIEW 

Dear Editor, 
Desfite being a k een f oll ower of Rus h since 1977 , I was 

not expecting much fr om 'A Show Of Hands'. It's t wo live predic es ora 
nev er impr es sed me and ' Exit' just annoys. I do not be l iev e l i ve a lbums 
serve the purfose they used t o , and Ru sh 's music is not t he type to be 
enha nced sufficiently live , to pr oduce live albums tha t can s tand on 
their own away from the co~cert se tting and associated visuals . Rush do 
not chop songs about and im~rovis e to the extent of Hawkwind for eg •• 

But with effort number three, Rush now offer a collection of live 
interpretations of familiar songs, and I think it is the material that 
they now produce that makes the live set as successful as the others 
were unsuccessful. The main concern 1 had as I put the CD into play was, 
would the horrendous audience noise of the GUF soundtrack be copied, 
and render more live recordings unlistenable? - No here the audience 
noise is very little and rarely intrudes the music, overall the sound 
of this set is typical modern day live album sound , which is very solid, 
lots of bottom end, a degree of guitar clarity but lacking the bite of 
the actual concert sound. It is a very pleasing and powerful sound, so-
mething previous Rush live recordings have certainly lacked. 

The only disappointing song for me is 'Marathon', which I also thought 
the only low point in the concert 1 saw last year. Live it sounds mech
anical and just has not got the sheer pace and 'celestial sense' of the 
original. Unfortunately the awesome opening thre e song attack of the 
'Fire' concerts is not complete on this set as 'Limelight' is missing, 
a major error. 

'Turn The Page' and 'Mission' are actually pacier than the recorded 
versions and they were fast, these live v ersions are simply wo~derful. 
'Distant Early Warning' deserves it's place despite being one of the 
'duplicate' tracks, free from tte alr eady mentioned horrendous noise on 
the GUF video, it now emerges as the classiest r ock song performed live 
by anyone. 

'Witch Hunt' is not essential as it is not that much different than 
it's previous live outing and it would have been nicer to have had 'Ter
r itor ies' or 'Lock And Key' which I am astounded is missing . 'Red Sector' 
A' is essential, though as it's much better sounding than on the GUF 
video . 'Force Ten' and 'Time Stand Still' a r e my favourite songs from 
'Fire' and though live they are not as the originals, the versions in
cluded here are very close and powerful and genuinely interesti~g alter
natives to listen to. 

'Closer To The Heart' does act~ally work despite appearing again, it's 
by far the best version ever r eleased, is awesomely powerful and as the 
concluding t r ack, lyrically it sums up Rush . Neil's dr um solo is the most 
essential track on this set, it's r ela tively short , to the point and not 
just another drum solo ,it sounds amaz ing. Geddy :Lee has no ho.pe of re
producing his vocals live as per r ecording - most evident on 'For ce Ten' . 
But this actually improves on some phasing in a couple of songs . 

Between the different venues slight differences in sound are noticeable 
but the tracks do run togetter very well, minimal gaps and chat all add 
up to something 'Exit Stage Left' was not. The running time is short for 
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a double live 1F, but excellent for a CD singla and I expect the l ength 
was dictated by the CD - at least no missing tracks between formats. 
Now what is the video/CDV like? 

MARK H01BOROUGH (SUFFOLK) 

Dear Editor, 
So here we are again once more. Yes, the long awaited, much 

delayed double live release from the lads has finally arrived. "14 of 
their all time best" the cover proudly announces - and yes, this is true. 
From the powerful opening chords of 'The Big ~oney' to the no holds bar
red, rabIe-rousing finale of 'Closer To The 11eart' the band certainly 
delivers the goods. 

The first question I asked myself upon pl aying this rlatter was; "Does 
it take me back to last Ar ril? is it THAT great?". The answer is obviou
sly "No" - However good a live album may be, it will never recarture 
(hold) that fire and glory of a full blown concert. I had hoped that 
'A Show Of Hands' would prove me wrong, but ••• 

Is the album good? well, yes it is - but it's not as good as it could 
(and should) have been. As live recordings go, it is o~e of the best 
I've heard. The production of this album is far above the disappointing
ly dull quality of 'Exit' but somehow, in the wake of Peter Collins 
magical work on the two last studio efforts, it still leaves something 
lacking. Ferhaps this is because the band decided to take on the job 
themselves. Awise decision , you may think, a~d yet at times Alex's 
glorious guitar work still manages to bury itself beneath synthesisers. 
Also Neil's drumming seems to be too far 'up' in the mix - here and th
ere they tend to drown out the rest of the music, and his solo does 
seem to be a little out of place, stuck way out at the end of side 3 
all on it's own. Artistic license, obviously. 

These are, however, just minor niggles. All in all, they've done a 
damn fine job, managing to capture the spirit, if not the impact of 
their concerts. So, to my one major complaint and, as always with live 
albums, it is down to the choice of ·tracks. Three in particular stick 
out like a sore thumb; 'Distant Early Warning', 'Wi t .ch Hunt' and 'Red 
Sector At. Is it my imagination or hadn't live vers ions of these tracks 
already appeared on B-sides? admittedly these are different recordings 
not simple half-inched from the GU} video, but couldn't they have been 
forsaken in order to give us something else? 

The album lacks a 'Limelight' or a 'Lock And Key' and when I think 
of all the mater i al from the 84/85 tour s that they could have come up 
with, I just wonder what might have been . I 'd also have liked to have 
seen one of the medleys, pref erably the latest one, crop up on side 4, 
just to give us a true concer t conc l us i on . And why, oh why, is the al
bum so short? the first two s i des barely manage to make thirty minutes. 
One wonders what happened to all tha~ preaching the band did a coufle 
of years ago about recording "for the CD market". Surely there was room 
here for at least a couple mor e tunes WITHOUT having to change the exis
ting running order? still, pressing probl ems no doubt chucked that idea 
out the window. Shame ••• 
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Okay, okay, so I'm never going to be satisfied with any complition 
of Rush tracks - Lord knows I've tried to come up with the ultimate 
compilation enough times mys elf and failed miserably. So, with what 
Rush have handed us, what do I really think? it's fine . Not just bec 
ause it's Rush, but because the musicia~ship is simply awesome and, 
whatever I may have said, it does bring back memories . 

Neil's drumming is as graceful and precise as a l ways, Alex's fretwork 
is a marvel to hear, and Geddy's bass playing i s even more unbelievable 
than in the studio - just cop an earful of 'Turn The Iage', 'Mission' 
and the magnificent 'Closer To 'rhe Heart' and you'll hear what I mean. 
Yep, it's damn fine. I have no doubt that it is destined to become my 
favourite live album of all time - and I cannot pay it a bigger comr l 
iment than that. 

The covers pretty good too, and the use of the inner gatefold for 
pictures puts 'Exit Stage Left' to shame . Nice touch on the CD too, 
merging the four sides of the record together to make one long concert. 
Yep, damn fine. - Now for the video -' Fine ••• 

STEVE DAMARELL(STANMORE) 

Dear Editor, 
Here is my little compact review of a nearly ~erfect live 

album. - The intro, Stooges themagreat. Big Money, brill, just like at 
Wembley where I saw them twice - oh, the memory comes flooding back. 
Subdivisions, Marathon, sheer magic. Turn The iage, one of my personal 
favourites done to perfection. 

In fact all the songs are better than ever, but why, oh why the rep
eats. Distant Early Narning, Red Sector A, Clos er To The Heart, oh God, 
more repeats than the BBC, and as for the demolitior. job on the drum solo 
well, need I say more. A good few other tracks could have been included 
but that's ar.other story. All in all a damn good LI. 

But wait until you see the horrendous demolition of the drum solo on 
the video •••• 

TERRY (CATFORD) 
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Fitpn i WERi"? rtf 
INTERVIE\N 

After years spent scrambling to the top, 
Rush are not sure which path to follow 
next. Maybe they'lljust enjoy the view. 

Rush, the little bar band that could, still 
thinks it can after 14 years of rocking arenas., 

Trends continue to come and go, but the Toronto 
trio are hardly likely to goout offashion, for they've 
never been in fashion-even in England, where for 

years they have been consistent 
winners (individually and col
lectively) in music press polis. 

How many other aces have gone 
directly co world-touring wiehout 
ever trying either to wn'te a hit or 
co cultivate an image? 

We're talking confidence 
here. This month Rush are re
leasing their third audio concert 
(on CD, cassette and double 
album), AND their second 
feature-length video concert, 

Once again the unmistakable 
voice of bassist Geddy Lee, the consistent percus
sive complexity of Neil Peart, and the characteristi
cally brilliant playing of guitarist Alex Lifeson con
firms Rush's place as the only giant in the Canadian 
rock. jungle. 

NETWORK JAN/FEB ' 1989 (CANADIAN MUSIC PAPErt) 
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Rush are hugely alone. Vinually all of their com
petitors have capitulated. For similar proficiency 
you'll have to check out the condescending cats in 
fusion jazz. For a similar sense of adventure, you 
might look to Robert Plant, who inspired the group 
when he was with Led Zeppelin. 

They started out by making five albums in 21/2 
years. The Rush ambition was first hinted at in a 
progressive-metal mini-epic called "By-Tor & The 
Snow Dog" on the second album Fly By Night, 
which also introduced the inventive percussion 
and lyrics of Neil Peart (replacing original drum
mer John Rutsey). 

The breakthrough fourth album 2112, was a 
downright Wagnerian concept that made obvious 
their intention to be taken seriously. "Allention all 
planets of ehe Solar Federation ... ~ have assumed 
control ... " 

And the fifth, the first live dou ble, showed them 
to be at the head of their class. To move on they 
would have to establish their own school. 

One year later, in September of 1977, came the 
first of their great albums, A Farewell To Kings. 
This was not just the next Rush album, this was the 
album by the nexe Rush. In one mighty, artistic 
stroke, it separated them from their peers. They 
were leaders. They would cO<1tinue to have follow
ers (more than one million at Rush concerts in the 
next nine months alone) but they would never 
again have imitators. 

For if the guts of Rush were no longer metallic, 
the team still could not yet digest pop. Their spacey 
trip was purely post-psychedelic; their progress no 
longer owed anything to 'progressive' music. 

Mter a more playful sequel called Hemispheres, 
though, the turn of the decade brought a dramatic 
shift in the direction of simplicity. One song on 
Permanent Waves was almost entirely in 4/4 time. 

Moving Pictures was leaner still. Neil thinks of it 
as "the Who's Next of our career." The longest 
track, an II-'minute song called "The Camera 
Eye," was built around four insistent notes. Aside 
from "Tom Sawyer," the writing was uncom
monly straightforward, though no less vivid. 
( "Living in a fisheye lens; Gaughe in the camera eye; 
I have no heart to lie ; I can't pretend a stranger; Is a 
long-awaited friend. ' ') 

Signals and Grace Under Pressure continued 
their move away from arty far-out fantasy towards 
artistic here-and-now reality. They were mostly 
starker settings of darker visions. 

Nonetheless, it was Power Windows (1985) that 
gave them back their hope. Its last song begins: "So 
many things I ehink about; When I look far away / 
Things I know, things I wonder; Things I'd like to say 
; The more we think we know about; The greater the 
unknown; We suspend our disbelief; And we are noe 
alone. " 

"I'm agnostic," said Neil at the time, "but curi-

ous, and romantic enough to want it to be true." 
Hold Your Fire was hailed as the strongest album 

of their career, the set of songs most likely to be 
imitated. But Rush won't even imitate themselves. 

As Geddy sang (in Neil's words), "The things 
thae we're concealing; Will never lee us 
grow ;Time will do ies healing; You've 
got to lee it go. " 

Which is exactly what Rush have 
done. 

Alex, Geddy and Neil are part way 
through the longest break of their ca
reers. They have made no promises, not 
even to each other. They have no plans 
ever again to do another concert. Or not 
to. They haven't even decided when 
they are going to make a decision. 

What they are doing is asking them
selves hard questions about what they 
are doing. 

"You start thinking that because 
you've been doing something for a long 
time, you should feel guilty that you've 
been doing it for so long," says Geddy. 
"Plus people come up to you all the 
time and say ,Don't you want to do some
thing differene? And you go, well, sort 
of, yeah. But what do you do? I'm not a 
caterpillar that can just tum into a but
terfly. You can't just snap your fingers 
and say, I'll change. 

"The reason for this break," ex
plains Geddy, "is one of those little 
awareness-moments where you realize 
you're burning out on being ambitious, that you're 
burning out on the treadmill of accomplishment. 

"You work very hard writing. You work very 
hard recording. You take a token break to assume 
the role of husband and father and person
involved-in-other-things. You tantalize yourself 
with interests in art and architecture and baseball 
and whatnot. And then you leave ... 

FIN COSTELLO 

Brilliant, busy guitarist: Alex 

Lifeson. 

"You're living one life and visiting 
another and trying to train yourself to 
assimilate instantly-you get home 
and you try to meld yourself into that 

by WILDEn IJENFIELD III 
person that you left.. .. So we're finally taking time 
to fully live a settled life." 

He is playing tennis with Alex and baseball with 
other friends. He's reading various histories and 
exploring divers' geographies. Recently he bought 
a cottage and is "looking for things to put in it. It's 
been designated as My Project by my benevolent 
wife, who is busy with her own career (she co-owns 
a Toronto-based clothing <!esign company called 
Zapata), and has decorated many a home in her 

'day, but has passed on the torch to me ... and I'm 
not too shabby either." 

But hobbies aren't forever, it seems. Mter a 
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Top: the power and 

the passion of Neil 

Peart'. drumming. 

Above: Ale)( Life.on 

i. no Ie" of a driving 

force. 

while, "the game you play with yourself is how long 
can you stay away from working before you go 
nuts?" 

Neil is nuts about bicycling. 
An organized bicycle tour of China got him 

going. Since then he and a group of friends have 
cycled the Alps from Munich to Venice, the Pyre
nees from Barcelona to Bordeaux and, this past 
year, the Rockies from Calgary to Vancouver. 

He hopes that by the time you read this he will 
have brought his bicycle back from a trip to West
ern Africa. 

"It's faster than walking, but still slow enough 
that you're intimately connected to your surround
ings," he says. "And people are much more friend
ly to cyclists than to either pedestrians or motorists 
-a cyclist is obviously a harmless eccentric." 

He is also working intensely on writing. He has 
always been responsihle for Rush lyrics; now he is 
concentrating on prose . Especially travel writing. 
"For meit's perfect. It's like Rush's music. There's 
nothing that docsn't fit into travel writing." 

And no, he hasn't given up his addiction to 
reading, but now, he says, "I find I want to re-read 
every good book I ever read for 

But as a friend recently. wrote him, "Crisis is 
both danger and opportunity ." 

And fortunately, he doesn't feel he has stopped 
growing as a musician, which is how he uses his 
peaking skills as a drummer. "Your palette of colors 
may be full-that's the drumming part-:-but how 
you apply those colors, of course, that's the painting. 
And painting the arrangement together with the 
other guys, that part has lost none of its shine." 

Geddy agrees. "Part of the reason that we are a 
trio," he says, "is because when we were younger 
we wanted to be busy. And strut our stuff. Not have 
to be subservient to another instrument. 

"We were a technical band. We were musicians 
putting vehicles together for our musicianship. I 
think our approach is very different now. We' re 
songwriters now, we're craftsmen-composers 
and orchestrators and arrangers." 

Geddy isn't looking to Neil just for attractive 
syllahles to mouth, he wants to be singing some
thing he can stand behind. "I have to feci comfort
able with what he's saying." 

Rush defines itself by the choices it makes mo
ment by moment, song by song. "It's hard for us to 
see the big picture," says Geddy. "We really don't 
know what we're going to do before we do it." 

Some songs suit them all instantly. "Others need 
more discussion, more exploration." 

After all, accepting a new lyric often means com
mitting to singing it hundreds times. 

Musically there is a shared sense of purpose. "As 
much as we like to get heady or pseudo-intel
lectual," says Geddy, "the reason we play ina band 
is because we like to play rock. We like to play hard 
rock. I think that's the one thing you'd get the three 
of us to agree on: we don't want to be wimpy. 

"So I guess whenever we feel like we're getting 
too mature, something in us rebels and wants to 
kick some bUll!" 

Sound like the formuia for a perfect three-way 
marriage? 

"The analogy is tempting," says Neil, "but the 
difference is that the nucleus of Rush is the work." 
Not the people. 

"And while the work is binding, we're outside of 
it. ·So that takes a little pressure off the interper

sonal part of it." 
enjoyment-to see how it was 
done." 

Lee: "We don't wanllo be For example, "If someone 
suggests a different direction, 
you're at least willing to be open 
about it, because it doesn't 
threaten you as a person." 

He has no book writing plans 
for himself yet. The learning is 
satisfaction enough. "It's like 
starting drumming over. At the 
beginning, improvement and 
progression come so rapidly, 
whereas after 20-odd years of 
drumming, I've reached the 
point of such small return that I 
know I'm at my potential. 
Without false humility or 
unworthy pride, I can say that 
I'm as good as I can he. 

"And that's a diflicult thing 
to face." 
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wimpy." 

Geddy defmes what they 
share as a sense of stability in the 
worth of what they are doing to
gether." 

"We're fortunate," says Neil, 
"that the essence of what we 
want to do happens to be engen
dered by our being rock fans." 

They don't think they have a 
duty to the world. They do think 
they have a responsibility to their 
fans. But that responsibility does 



not include perpetuating themselves. Or leading 
anybody anywhere. 

Nonetheless, they have some of the most fervent 
post-teen followers in the rock world. The previous 
live video showed thousands of air-drummers doing 
unison reproductions of Neil's most complex foun
dation patterns and unison lip-sync on his most 
complex lyrics. 

A particular challenge for Geddy was learning to 
relate to the audience personally. "We're such a 
formal band-so damn structured. I've taken a 
more casual approach to talking to an audience over 
the last couple of years." 

But it came hard. "I'm generally a quiet person 
off-stage-unless I'm with my closest friends- and 
being atone with 15,000 people made me uncomfor
table. I didn't like the Hitlerian schtick so many 
bands use, demanding that you Have A Good Time. 
And I didn't have a lot to say." 

But he has learned to give people the impression 
that he is being himself. 

Fully occupied behind his drum kit, Neil doesn't 
have that problem, so he finds another: "the tenden
cy to fall apart" when recording live, knowing that 
"every linle inaccuracy, you don't just commit it 
into the ether of a live show, you commit it onto the 
fll1ll iron oxide of rolling tape"-and onto your 
inner consciousness, where it causes pain. 

But he feels it's important. A live album tends to 
"cement an era" and gives the band time and en
couragement for new exploration. "It has always 
marked a change for us, tilough not of conscious 
design" 

Geddy dreaded going from 
mixing the album to mixing 
the video. 

"But you know? I really 
enjoyed it. We were doing it to 
picture, and I never get to see us. 
There are effects and magical 
moments I'd never known were 
happening. " 

When he's on stage he has to 
think about the performance 
moment by moment. "For me 
the hardest thing to get right is to 
sing in key over the din of the hall 
and the crowd and the PA. So I'm 
concentrating on the monitors. 

"You're also thinking about; 
what you're playing on bass, 
foot-pedal moves, what song is 
coming up next so you can be in 
position to change switches to set 
up the next song on cue ... 

::l 
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"At your peak you've got full peripheral aware
ness. You're all lit up. The stage is pumping and 
you're connected to everything going on. It's a 
high." " 

Does this sound like a man who might throw it all 
over for more art galleries and baseball games? 

He feels even more positively about studio 
recording. 

"Albums are really time-capsules for us. We go in 

with very linle and work very intensely and come 
out with this finished thing. Who you are and what 
you're going through is very much a part of the 
record." 

They have to have faith that no matter how an 
album turns out, it will prove one day to have been a 
necessary step on their way to wherever they're 
going. 

"You experimented. You learned from it, and 
then let it go. You move on. Letting go is the tough 
part. It's probably the toughest part of life. But on 

you go." 
On to the next thing. 
Whatever that is. C 

Wilder Penfield Ill, who has been wn"ting about 
music for 20 years, is a columnist for the luronto 
Sun. 
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~OCK 
A TRANSCRIPT ION OF A U,S, RAD IO 

INTERVIEW WITH GEDDY, BROADCAST JAN 89 

INT: Back on the '97 Rock Music Paper', with this weeks cover story on 
Rush. With the release of 'A Show Of Hands', (the bands third dou
ble live album) bassist Geddy Lee spoke to the '97 Rock Music Fap
ers about the live recordings in the bands future plans. 'A Show 
ef Hands' video concert was recorded in just one show over in Bir
mingham England, and I asked Geddy if he was surprised about the 
fact that so much of the album itself, (the audio portion) was also 
recorded in just one night. 

GED: I don't think it's any coincidence that most of the live album came 
from that night, (the night after we shot the video in Birmingham). 
We were so relaxed because the night before when we shot the video 
we had ten cameras pointed at us on stage, there was all this excit
ment and hype and vibe when you know there's a film crew there, and 
conflict of emotions performing in front of cameras. The next night 
we hit the same stage, in the same building and there's nothing 
there, just us and the crowd. I think we were so relieved' that ev
erybody was gone that we were all in a good mood and very comfort
able. and relaxed, that we played very well, and I think we really 
forgot that even the audio crew were still there, so I think it 
worked . But we sort of had to trick ourselves, in an accidental 
way, to get it to happen. 

INT: 'A Show Of Handa' consists of more recent material, I asked Geddy 
if the band takes requests from their fans, when they put thein 
live sets together. 

GED: I think that sometimes some of the older songs we bring back into 
the set, are based on the fact that maybe they've been ,asked for 
a hundred times by different people, we can't ignore that, it's a 
strong respon~e. If you enjoy playing the songs, there's no reason 
not to really. Because it makes those peol'lehappier, and you enjoy 
it as well, ' I think that's a fine thing. I don't .think it ever 
really effects us in terms of writing, it's mo~tly in terms or song 
selection and paying attention if somethings been done at a concert 
in your name, that wasn't right, or if merchandiser's have sold 
shoddy material and they s~eak back to you " it's something you act 
on. Things that come to your attention, that maybe the people rep
resenting you out there, representing your name are not doing the 
job they're supposed to, that's when you have to pay 'attention, and 
act on it too . ' 

INT: The band has 'gone through so many progressiohs ~' -' they,ive 9,9veloped 
into, one of the top touring bands ever t'o ~ hit the corice;rt stage. 
I asked 'Geddy who influenced the band in th-Elir ,stage ap'proach • 

. ' -._ ,... .1 
,. 

GED: I think mostly it was trial and erro'r ,basicaliy" r " think th,a,t' s 
the way , I learned. I mean, you get advice in quiet ways by watch
ing other bands that your opening for, we've t<;>ured with a lot of 
bands and it was ' an unspoken advice weg~t " with ,~om~ bands we-

'." j ' • 
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learned how not to tour, and how not to put on a show, and the 
wrong kind of attitude to have. But from other bands, we learned 
a degree of proffesionalism by example; by watching how they work 
and how well a show could be put together, respect for the import
ance of putting on a show, all those things. I think that's the 
most advice you get when you're a young touring band, is the exa
mple of the bands who are headlining give you, because you're so 
hungry to learn you're sitting at the side of the stage every nig
ht, watching every move of the headliners, trying to learn some
thing, trying to absorb something. 

INT: With an average of one live record every 5th outing, I asked Geddy 
what the bands plans were for their next studio outing. 

GED: I can't really tell you before we start writing, we don't like to 
plan too far ahead. I think we have little goals, little things 
we would like to accomplish, but fhere are more technical things 
in terms of verse structure, chorus structure, arrangement struc
ture, things like that. You may have an overall sense of where you 
want to go, but until you actually sit down and start writing, and 
it starts coming out, you don't know what your feelings are at the 
time, in order to keep it natural, and not a contrived thing, I 
think we prefer to let it happen. Whatever we come out with, is 
where we're at, at that time, so it becomes a reflection of the 
kind of peo~le we are, the kind of players we are, at that moment, 
and I think that's very healthy for us. 

INT: Thankyou Geddy, good night. 
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RUSH U.K. SINGLES DISCOGRAPHY PART 1WO 

Geoff Sheard lists the records that did not make Part one. 

In the ftrst part of my article on the U.K. singles, I asked people who had U.K. items I had 
not mentioned to write to the editor with details of them. Well, it seems I missed out so 
many that Mick ,the editor, asked me to do a follow up article! How could this happen? 
When I wrote the article that appeared in Issue six of "The Spirit of Rush", I thought I had 
tracked down every U.K. Rush release and that my collection was complete. As you will see 
the truth is more complex than that. 

First of all I will deal with records that I now know exist, then go onto the records 
people say they have seen, or heard about, but which they don't actually have copies of. The 
first omission was the 12" version of the ftrst U.K. Rush single Closer to The Heart that came 
out in January 1978. I mentioned this single in my frrst article, but was unaware that it was 
issued with two different labels. When the single was ftrst released the blue Mercury labels 
were printed with the speed 331 13 r.p.m. which was blocked out and the correct speed, 45 
r.p.m., printed next to it. The original label also credited the song Closer to The Heart to 
Lee/Lifeson, which is of course wrong, the latter label correctly crediting it to 
Lee/LifesonjPeart/Talbot. There seems to be no difference between the records other than the 
labels, so the differences are sufficiently small to go unnoticed by most collectors and dealers 
alike. The two versions of the single seem to be of roughly comparable rarity and thus 
command the same price of £7.50 in mint condition. The 7" version of the frrst EP, RUSH 
7, has also turned up with cream and silver labels, again prices for both are similar. 

The labels on the 7" version of the single Time Stand Still , released in October 1987, are 
a source of another rarity, some were pressed up with red labels rather than the regular silver. 
The labels, record and sleeve are otherwise identical so collectors should get into the habit of 
slipping copies of Time stand still out of their sleeves when they come across them at record 
fairs, to check the labels colour, if it is red buy it! Once again this is a relatively minor 
change from the normal single so you will be able to pick up a red label version of Time 
Stand Still at a record fair for about £1.75 with the dealer being unaware he is selling 
anything out of the ordinary. Once again it is very difficult to say how many red label copies 
of the single were issued compared to silver label, when I found out about the existence of the 
red label version I checked every copy at the next record fair I went to (about ten) only one 
of which had a red label - this mayor may not be an accurate guide to the red label versions 
rarity. 

Variations on a singles label took on a new dimension with the release of the single Prime 
Mover in March 1988. The 7" version was originally issued with a red, white and black 
printed paper label. Very nice but also expensh;e, resulting . in later pressings of the single 
having the cheaper silver on black plastic label used on the D.J. version of the single. I don't 
know how rare the cheaper silver label 7" version of Prime Mover is, but once again check 
copies you come across at record fairs. The single Prime Mover has also surfaced in 7" form 
with a totally incorrect label for a single by Miles Jaye I've Been a Fool For You (Cat.No. 
BRW 92). This is even more strange when you consider that the single I've Been a Fool For 
You was issued by Island records, so it is anyone's guess how this label came to be on a 
Rush single. The B side of this mis- labeled version of Prime Mover has Tai Shan on it , with 
the corect paper label and catalogue number. How rare is this single? It may be unique, or 
there may be thousands, so a price is impossible. If I owned two copies of this single, I 
would keep the second one as a trade item to use when I was trading with another Rush 
collector for something rare, so my guess is you will either pick up an item like this for a 
couple of pounds at a record fair, or will have to trade for it. 

The 7" version of the single Countdown (RUSH 10) was also frrst issued with a paper 
label, then subsequently pressed up with silver labels. Again, expect to fmd this single at 
record fairs for £2.00 or less. The only 7" UK Rush singles ever to have paper labels are 
Countdown, The Body Electric, and Prime Mover. If record company policy was to put out a 
cheap version of the single shortly after the paper label version, which it seems to have been, 
then a silver label version of the 7" The Body Electric almost certainly exists. The UK 7" 
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7" versions RUSH 12 and RUSH 13, only the limited edition sleeve and double pack versions 
RUSHG 12, RUSHD 12 and RUSHD 13. These almost certainly were not pressed with silver 
labels as they were limited edition collectors items. The only unknown is, therefore, the silver 
label version of the 7" The Body Electric (RUSH 11), which I suspect exists but have never 
seen. 

One really odd item that has got everyone involved with "The Spirit of Rush" scratching 
their heads, turned up after the U.K. discography appeared in isssue six. A collector in 
Holland wrote in to say he has a 10" copy of The Body Electric single, RUSH 1110, pressed 
in BLACK vinyl. The 10" version of The Body Electric was, of course, a limited edition red 
vinyl single, so the existence of a black vinyl version is very odd. The single has identical 
labels to the regular red vinyl version and the same catalogue number RUSH 1110, it does not 
have a picture sleeve. The absence of a picture sleeve may indicate it was some form of test 
pressing - but then white labels would be expected. Possibly the picture sleave has just got 
lost over the years, indicating that there was an error at the pressing plant resulting in a few 
of the singles being accidentally pressed on black vinyl, and sent out to the shops in a sleeve 
with a "limited edition red vinyl" sticker on. If this is the case there must be other Rush 
collectors with the black vinyl 10" The Body Electric single, write in if you have a copy. A 
price for an item like this is impossible, if you do come across a copy, pay what you think it 
is worth, bearing in mind it is one of the rarest U.K. Rush singles. 

Since issue six of "The Spirit of Rush" was issued a compact disc video of The Big 
Money has been issued. The COV contains a 4:42 video of The Big Money and a 5:36 audio 
version, with additional audio tracks Red Sector A live and Marathon. The 5:36 version of 
The Big Money is the album version, so the 4:52 video is a new edited version of the song. 
As I don't have a COV player I can't play the video to fmd out how it is edited! Very 
frustrating. The live version of Red Sector A is nothing to write home about, it is just the 
"Grace Under Pressure Tour" video version that appeared on the 12" version of the single The 
Big Money when it was released in October 1985. 

--.~ '" - -.--- . - ~.-.- -, ....... ~ .. .... ,-
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The single The Big Money recently turned up as a one sided acetate. Before I go any 
further, I will explain what an acetate is, as they do not turn up very often so many collectors 
may be unsure of exactly what they are. In order to make a record you need a set of plates 
to press the record. The plates have to have ridges on them which press the groves into the 
vinyl. In order to make these plates a mastering machine is used, which acts as a record 
player in reverse. Instead of the needle following the groves in the vinyl, it cuts a groove in 
the soft plastic of an acetate. An acetate is a steel disc that has been coated in soft plastic, 
which can have grooves easily cut in it by the mastering machine. Mter the groove has been 
cut in the acetate it is electro-plated with metal (probably nickel) which forms a flat plate with 
ridges where the grooves were. Once a set of plates has been made, white label test pressings 
are produced and played back to ensure that the plates are producing good quality records, if 
they are, a set of plates may be used to press up 100,000 copies of a record before they are 
discarded and a new set made. . 

As an acetate is two layers of plastic with a steel disc inside, it is very heavy and about 
5mm thick. Acetates can be played like a record, but wear very quickly as the plastic is so 
soft. Acetates come in a number of different formats, 7", 10" and 12". They can be single 
or double sided, and occasionally you come across a 7" single cut in a 10" acetate. 

During the 1960's, before the cassette, acitates of rough mixes, or unreleased songs were 
sometimes cut so the band could listem to them at home before the final mix or selection for 
an album, was made. As Rush became famous in the 1970's it seems unlikely that there will 
be any acetates of rough mixes, and record company executives would no doubt be given pre
release cassettes of new songs rather than acetates. The up shot of this is that acetates are an 
essential part of the record manufacture process, but you only need one acetate for every 
100,000 vinyl copies of a record, so they are rare. 

The acetate of The Big Money that has turned up is a 7" single sided acetate with a 
Phonogram label. The label contains blank spaces for the artist name, song title and record 
catalogue number. It is interesting that the song title, The Big Money is typed onto the lable, 
but the artist name and catalogue number are hand written. I would have expected the label 
to be either typed or hand written, not a combination of the two. The acetates catalogue 
number is RUSH 12, the catalogue number of the ordinary 7" version of The Big Money 
released in October 1985, it is then surprising to fmd that the acetate contains the version of 
The Big Money that appeared on the 7" DJ. version of the single, RUSH DJ 12. 

The value of an acetate is hard to pin down, they are very collectable and undoubtedly 
rare. They are also easy to fake as the details are usually hand written on standard blank 
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labels. A reasonable guide to the authenticity of an acetate is whether it appears with a record 
company blank label, acetates with completely blank labels can be genuine, but are often fakes 
cut by someone who has access to a mastering machine. This acetate of The Big Money 
sold for £15 which is a fair price. Acetates of Rush singles should be priced between £10 
and £25 depending on condition and age. 

It is now perhaps worth mentioning several U.K. Rush records about which there is some 
doubt. Mick Burnett (the editor) is sure he at one time owned a copy of the frrst U.K. Rush 
E.P. Closer to The Heart in 7" form, released in January 1978, with a picture sleeve. He then 
accidentally sold it with a load of other records. I know a record dealer who was working in 
a record shop when the frrst E.P. was released, who was really into Rush and swears that this 
E.P. never came out in a picture sleeve and that the strain of editing this magazine has 
obviously caused Mick to go senile! Take your pick, personally I hope an ultra rare picture 
sleeve version does exist. There are also rumours about a 12" version of the Max Webster 
single Battle Scar issued in the autumn of 1980. The adverts that appeared in the music press 
at the time did not mention a 12" version, which indicates that it did not exist. There was a 
12" promo of Battle Scar issued by Mercury in the U.S. (Cat.No. MK. 159) and so it is 
possible that the rumoured U.K. 12" is infact the U.S. promo. Several people have told me 
they believe the U.K. 12" version of Battle Scar exists, although I can not fmd anyone who 
has actually seen a copy. 

Lastly I come on to the subject of DJ. versions of Rush singles. I was unaware of the 
existence of a 7" DJ. version of the single Subdivisions issued in October 1982. The DJ. 
version of the single has a 4:10 version of Subdivisions rather than the 5:34 album version. 
The song has been reasonably well edited by cutting down the instrumental introduction, the 
synthesizer solos after the third verse and the second chorus, then fading the instrumental 
ending out early. Personally I don't like edited versions of songs, if the record company want 
short versions of songs they should get the band to record short and long versions, however 
the edited '/ersion of Subdivisions plays well enough. The DJ. version is backed by the 
album version of Red Barchetta, like the regular 7" version. There are also rumours of aDJ. 
version of the 7" version of The Spirit of Radio issued in February 1980. As this single got 
to number 13 in the charts it seems unlikely that there wasn't a DJ. version, so I am inclined 
to believe that this does exist. This then begs the question, "What about the other Rush 
singles in D.J. form?". Of the 13 U.K. 7" singles I am aware of 7 D.J. versions. What 
about the other seven? Perhaps DJ. versions of all the U.K. singles exist, or maybe not all 
were issued in DJ. form, the latter seems more likely to me. No doubt there will be Rush 
collectors who have come across DJ. versions of the frrst E.P., "New world Man" or any of 
the others I have listed. If you have any of the records I have listed as rumoured or 
unknown, then write to the editor with details so they can be published in a future issue of 
the magazine. 
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RUSH U.K. SINQI,RC) DISCOGRAPHY PART TWO 

Catalogue 
number 

Format Existence Current 
mint 
value 

RUSH 7 7" unknown ? 

Release date 

January 1980 
of Syrinx 

Label 

Mercury 
Closer to The Heart / Bastille Day / The Temples 
Picture sleeve version of this E.P. This single 
and silver labels, of the two the silver label is 

known to exist 
the less common. 

wi th cream 

RUSH 12 12" common £7.50 January 1978 Mercury 
Closer to The Heart / Bastille Day / Anthem / The Temples of Syrinx 
Available with two different labels, the first crediting "Closer to the heart " 

to Lee and Lifeson, the second credited to Lee, Lifeson, Peart and Talbot . 

Unknown 12" unknown ? Autumn 1980 Mercury 
Battle Scar / April in Toledo, the 12" version of the Max Webster single on whi 
ch Rush played on Battle scar 

RUSH 10 7" scarce £2.00 April 1983 Mercury 
Countdown / New World Man, silver label version of t his sing Ie. 

RUSH 1110 10" rare unknown May 1984 Mercury 
The Body Electric / The Analog Kid / Distant Early Warning, black v inyl version 

of the 10" limited edition red vinyl single. 

RUSH 11 7" scarce unknown May 1984 Mercury 
The Body Electric / The Analog Kid, silver label version of this single. 

RUSH 12 7" rare £15 October 1985 Phonogram 
The Big Money, 3:53 version. Single sided 

080 084-2 COV common £8 
The Big Money (4:52 video and 5:36 audio ) 
Thi s COV was officially released when the 
ently reached the shops. 

acetate. 

Autumn 1988 Vertigo 
/ Red Sector A ( live ) / Marathon 
format was launched but his on ly 

RUSH 13 7" scarce £1.75 October 1987 Vertigo 
Time Stand Still / Force Ten, the red label version of this single. 

, 
RUSH 14 7" scarce £1.75 October 1987 Vertigo 
Prime Mover / Tai Shan, the silver label version of this single. 

BRW 92 7" rare £7.50 October 1987 Vertigo 

rec 

Prime Mover / Tai Shan, miss-pressed version of th i s s ing le wi th the label for 
a single by Mi les Jaye "I've been a fool for you " . ' 

D.1. VERSIONS OF TIlE U.K. RUSH SINGLES 

Catalogue Format Existence Current Release date Label 
number mint 

value 

Unknown 7" unknown £10 January 1978 Mercury 
Closer to The Heart / Bastille Day / The Temples of Syrinx 
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Unknown 7" rumoured £10 February 1980 Mercury 
The Spirit of Radio / The Trees 

Unknown 7" unknown £10 Autumn 1980 Mercury 
Battle Scar / April in Toledo 

VITAL 7 DJ 7" common £3 March 1981 
Vital Signs. one sided version for promotional use 

Unknown 7" unknown £10 October 1981 
Tom Sawyer (live) / A Passage to Bangkok (live) 

Unknown 7" unknown £10 December 1981 
Closer to The Heart (live) / The Trees (live) 

Unknown 7" unknown £10 August 1982 
New World Man / Vital Signs (live) 

RUSH D9 7" rare £10 October 1982 
Subdivisions (4:10) / Red Barchetta 

Unknown 7" unknown £10 April 1983 
Countdown / New World Man 

RUSDJ 11 7" scarce £5 May 1984 
The Body Electric (4:15) / The Body Electric (4:58) 

RUSH DJ 12 7" scarce 
The Big Meney (3:53) / Territories 

RUSH 13DJ 7" scarce 
Time Stand Still (4:37) / Force Ten 

RUSDJ 14 7" rare 
Prime Mover (4:00) / Tai Shan 

£7 

£7 

£10 
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~TOf fRESS 

THE F01LOit'lNG TWO LETTERS ARRIVED JUST BEFORE 
FRnaErlS DEADLINE. THEY EXIAND A LITTLE MORE 
ON GEOFF SHEARD:::l IiliTICLES. IF YOU HAVE ANY
MORE INFO TO ADD, lLEASE LET U:::l KNOW ••••••••• 

*****************~***************************************** 

Dear Ed, 
My comrliments to Geoff Sheard on his discography in issue 6. 

Despite being a fairly routine subject, I found it most interesting with 
regard to the edited versions of singles featured on promotional releases 
to DJ's. I would however like to Foint out the glaring detail errors re
garding the singles released from 'Signals', where the B-sides were. live 
and not studio versions ••• 

1) The extra track on the 12" of 'New World Man' was a live version of 
'Freewill'. 

2) The B-side' of 'Subdivisions' was the live version of 'Red Barchetta', 
(particularly disappointing since this had already featured on the 
'Tom Sawyer' live EI), with the 12" extra track being the live version 
of 'Jacob~s Ladder'. 

j) The 12" version of 'Countdown' featured the live version of 'Spirit 
Of Radlo'. 1 think it also relevent to mention here that the inter
view excerpts actually appear during parts of 'Countdown', which is 
fairly ur.usual. 

All the live versions featured on these singles were culled from'Exit 
Stage Left', which was very disappointing, since (as Geoff mentioned) 
this was surely an opportunity to release live material not used on the 
album. The inclusion of live versions of 'Limelight', 'The Camera Eye', 
'Natural Science' etc., would probably have increased sales of the sing
les - Rush fans who normally or..ly buy albums being pre}:ared to spend to 
obtain the new material. 

Another error in Geoff Sheard's article (which I'm sure didn't go un
noticed elsewhere) was during the discussion of the 'Body Electric' re
lease, where he referred to both B-sides being taken from 'Grace Under 
Pressure', when one of them was infact 'The Analog Kid t

• 

I 

Hope this information is of some use to someone, and or..ce again I con-
gratulate Geoff on his original article which prom}:ted my interest and 
contribution •••• 

STSVE ADAMS (COVENTRY) 

Dear Ed, 
Well done to Geoff Sheard for an excellent discography. May I be 

so bold as to point out some additional pieces:- 1) The story of 'The 
Body Electric' 12" is that the original release was 7" and 10". The 12" 
followed some months later to promote the 'Grace Under Pressure' LF, and 
laser show (their second ) , at the London Planetarium. 2) Geoff mentions 
that the B-side of 'The Big Money' 12" featured 'Red Sector A' from the 
'}ressure' video, and that serious collectors already had this live ver
sion, but, the '}ressure' video was re~eased some months after. So until. 
the video was released, it actually was an unreleased live version ••• 

STUAR T (GLASGOW) 
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RUSH enters the 

ring again for live 

albwn nwnber 

three - a testament 

to a band that's in 

rocking trim for 

the '90s 

A lex Lifeson is facing a crisis. Only five 
days to go and the Rush guitarist has to shed 
seven pounds to cash in on a bet he's made 
with a friend. The consequence of losing is 
too embarrassing for Lifeson to contemplate. 

"We bet each other that we could lose 20 
pounds in 10 weeks, the loser buying the 
winner a suit of his choice," explains Lifeson. 

"But that's not all. The loser has to pose in 
a skimpy Speedo swim suit and pay for the 
winner to place the offending photo in the 
magazine c:>r newspaper of the winner's 
choice with an appropriate ca:>tion. He didn't 
show up for our tennis match last night so I 
think I'm in good shape." 

Shaping up for the bet and the release of 
the iatest Rush double live release, A Show 
Of Hands, has become a priority for Lileson. 

"I pul on weighl really easy and I was gelling reall v dl' J"'1's<cd 
aboul Ihe exce~s poundage and the more upsell gOllhe more I 
wenllo the fridge for someihing 10 eal" Lifesm coofews. "I don' l 
wanllO be big and bloated, bullhe older you gelihe lougher il is 
10 lose. 

"Being on the road doesn'l help eilher. any die I jusl goes OUI 
the window. Sure you run around for!Wo houn; and sweal a 101 bul 
you don 'l really lose much weight And Ihen you go hack 10 lhe 
dressing room and gobble down Ihree lables full of f" xl. 

"Being off ihe road is even wor.;e. You s[X'nd a 101 of lime al 
home walching TV. And thai's when you start reaching for tll< 
pizzas and the cases of coke. You can'l win. So you ha\'e 10 
discipline yourrelf at some point." 

Lifesoo's staging his banle wiih ihe bulge by w(lrking OUI 
regularly in the gym with former Rush drummer John RUlSey, who 
provide" a competitive element. The horrific lhoughl of rosing in 
IhJl S[X'cllo has provided addilional inccnlive for lhe hl". I·maocd 
guilarisl 10 trim 13 rOlll1<1s orr his sturd), frmllc . 

To gauge Ihe res ullS, Lifeson only has 10 look al ihe (i)-minute 
conceit video whic'h has been shoi 10 accompany the album 
release . Shot during ihe band's '87-'88 Hold YOllr Firf I(lUr, lhe 
multi ·media package reOects the band 's lechnical developmenl as a 
live act over ihe pasl 18 years. While Ihi s is the third live Ru sh 
album (All The World' s A Slage and £IiI Sla~f Left being the f, n;1 
IWO), il was almoslthe last Rush album periool , 

"We promised we wouldn'l make anothcr one after Ihis one," 
the Fernie, Be. native reveals. "After we mi xed lhe album in June, 
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ARIICl~ BY K~IlH SHARP • 

evef)'one was lired and dis ill"sioned anoul Ihe fUlure . Fortunately, 
we just gOllogMher a couple of weeks a~o 1(' di, cuss schedules 
and whal we wanted 10 ,k) in ihe fUlure. Ne il (I"'an) h"s beer1 
working un some lyrics , l' l'e been me'sing aOlUnd al home in my 
sludio. and so had Gcddy (Lee !. '0 Ihe \\'h",ls <taned In Iurn 
again. Next thing you kn(lw. we' re tx loking ,,(ull in time' in January 
for a new album which sho"ld be oul ihi, foil 1110 di scu"i()fls 
we've had ha"e been I'e ry J1l" ili'·e. Ulli rn '"c1~. the , i",nonlh 
break we've taken has made el'ef)'One optimislic, which is a greaI 
relief." 

The genesis for II Shll ll ' Of /lal/d.< was lhe Irio'S desire 10 clo<c 
off a chapter in tlleir di,cography ",1<1 also fulfill a rem'd comrany 
obligalion. 

"II eitller h:>.llo be a '~ ",," e" hit., 0' a li re alpum," Life"", 
cxplalll\, "and \IIXT \\l' 11;ld tx'm I;\PIll~ {bll" dllnll~ the (;1"(1((' 

lJlldn Prr.HIII(" 1'0 11 1'I H /I/d/l\n and /lold } /lill hll' ItIUf' . we 
had a glXxl ell",·,,'cli,," of dirferenl , h",\\ al1<1 dilkrtnt sla!!es of 
playing In eho,,,,, IT,,"1. 

"Our trcatlllC'nt (If thl' 'PII~" i, diffl'n.,l1 ;md we've al~l 
inrlmkd CltHO To 1'111' /fcor, ;I!!ain C\l' 1l Ih nll ~h il \~;t, lin our 
pre"i"us live ;uhum. This lUll" it's a lill ie mon° drawII 'XlI.ihel\:'s a 
dirrerent feel 10 it. " 

CclflSidering Ihal some of lhe show\ were laf"d in Los 
Angeles and 'ome during lhe Brili, h lour ",,~" "enl. Life"", ~ys 
it's intcresllllg 10 nole the suhlle differellces bel "een lhe 
perfomlances. 

'We la[X'd Ihree shows in L.A. and every one of ihem sounded 
different. ",en lhough il was lbe sanle hall and the mics were lefl 
in lhe ~me rl:>"e each night. Wc used dirrerenl equipment in 
England and tlxlSC shows sounded 10~1 11y different. Thai 's wh 31 
makes live alhums so inleresling. No single pcrfomlaflCC is ever 
quile Ihe same." 

According 10 Life"." OIl< of Ihc undl~l ying ""!SOIlS fOf 
recOfding A ShrM' OJ 1101"1.< was 10 CUi a Ii, e album which is a 
liltle grillie, Ihan Enr Srage I-eft, \\ hich ihe lxmd fecls was 100 
cican-sounding and not lruly repre"'ntative of their li ve 
I'X'rf{lnll :UKl' . 

"In retr'ISlx'ct. 1 ",,,,'llhin, we \\nl' hapI') "illr h il, il ' et'ms 
100 clcan fOf a li\'e alhum. It 's alway' lou~h 10 find. bal"''''e 
belween a ragi ng live show and sornetlling Ihal's closer 10 a more 
conlrolled amhienl st udio " >und. Wilh Ihi s album we wanled 10 
fmd a middle g,,>und bct " ccn lhal and lhe fif\1 li ve alhum, which 
wali a lot rawer. 

'1 tllink we found Ihal mid ' l'" inl "i ih A Sh,," OJ Iflll'!.<," 
Lifeson observe,. "Ilhink il's an hOl lest alrum. A 101 of tlle II\'e 
albllms you hear art' ~O per cent li ve and 50 [X' r cenl repair jobs in 
lbe studio. For1 u!1.1lciv. we didn'l ha' e 10 wllfTy aln Jllhat. We 
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spenl weeks going ihn)ugh malerial. ricking ihe songs and the OCSi 
pan<, gelling allihe righl Sluff. To me, il sounds like a ~ ve album, 
il's gol Ihal almosphere 10 it." 

Whal the new alhum indicales 10 LifeSQfl and his!Wo cohorts 
is the ama7ing lechnical progress Rll,h has made over the past 
Ihrcc "" four alhums, and cvcn more ama7.ing, how succe"fu l 
they've hecn in bringing lileir audience along wilh them. \'ihalwa, 
once cmstrued a' a high-power leavy metal unil is now capable of 
some of lhe mosl sophislicaled sounds m vinyl. 

''The funny tll ing is, we always u<cd 10 hold back in the 
SlUdio," Life,,,, says. 'Then we started working wilh Peler Coll ins 
on lile IaSIlwo alrums. He encouraged llS 10 become freer in our 
expre" ion a,~1 nol 10 worry ahout playing the songs live. We PUI 
our lne in lhe waler wilh Powcr Wind.IM's and look the firsl full 
sll'r wilh 1/,,1.1 )','lIr Fire. We learned wilh Power \VlIldl .. ·.< lhal 
y'>u '~'n ·IIr: l\ c 10 k r,-' 1I1l1ive. Wilh looay\ Icchnoklgy, Y'AJ can 
err".IIIl'e anYllring live. All you need is some deft footv.·ork and 
lhc ri!!hl l im l ll ~ . " 

Aware Ilral RIISIr i, in dangcr of getling 100 sophislicaled, 
l .ik~ lII indil,II!" ~'" ne>l studio alhum could go in a lotally 
dirfrrmt dirl'r ticlIl . 

'11", next \'ILl' may be 10 sbip il righl down and become more 
of a core Ihree·riece. A little bil more showing on' the musician
ship, while rla\'in~ down the keyboards and the sampling. The 
bie\; i, 10 alway, be pushing fOfwanl and experimenting wilh new 
ideas. When we did Time SlalUis Slill wilh Aimee Mann (of Til 
Tuesday ), St'Ine prople said. 'They've lost it; ihey're gelting old.' 
Nm, 2112, tl"l was an album' But thai 's 12 years old; you can'l 
stay tllcrc and·"agnale. Yoo have to move 00 and lIy new things. 
Th" 's whal makes il exciling." 

Life",n is proud of Rush 's ;w::compli,hments. He notes thai 
they've slll'('e<>fully changed wilh the limes, become melooic and 
softcr al arpfllpriale moments bul are also capable of being as 
bea',)' as Ihl" 'w el'er been. 'The difference now is thai we've 
learned 10 ('ontrollhosc dynamics." 

The Ru,h frel "",rehant feels the 6O-minule concen video will 
('f)lpha",c 11 K' h:UK!'S ahi lily 10 di'rlay all facels of ill' a""nal and 
POI\C Ilral Ru ,1r " 'Ii ll a rtlcv",ll force heading inln tllC ''Xl<;. 

"We ,hOI lhe fi lm in Binn ingham over Ihree nighlS, lbe fi rst 
nighl fOf 1",1 shOl' and lbe finallwo fOf lhe live fOolage," Lifeson 
explains. "A kll of ihe live alhum wa' recorded during Ih= dates 
so il wa' ca, ier 10 mix. AlxXlI half of lhe clips are from other 
shows and tl,err are a couple of exlrd songs fealured thai aren'l on ' 
tl lC alrum." 

n,e e.' prricncc was a ntcessaf)' evil for a band which abhon; 
videos al lhe ocst of times and steadfast ly refuses 10 oompn;m ise 
for Ihe ~e of anistic licence. 



''There's always the video director who'll say, 'Hey Neil, just 
lake your tom tern and walk about with it in the mist. Neil's reply 
is, 'Yeah, right, I'll see you around.' 

"For us, v ideos are a hassle. We get through them by making 
each other laugh. I sense they are becoming 1e&~ and less 
important. Hopefully, there won't be a need to make a video for 
every song in the future." 

Considering that Rush views A Show Of HandJ a~ the closing 
of a chapter, one ha~ to wonder how many chapters are left in the 
Rush encyclopedia. Lifeson has no deflllitive answer, but says 
their longevity has been based on their ability to work together at 
appropriate times but to also distance themselve; from the band 
and absorb themselves with outside projects - in Lifeson 's ca,e, 
producing Toronto band Clean Slate and guesting on other artists' 
projecl~. 

"Personally,I'm always excited about the creative process of 
recording a new album, but the touring asptX:t is always tough to 
get mentally psyched for. Consequently, we think less about the 
future and tend to think more day to day. Like right now I'm 
totally turned off the band until we Star1 recording again on 
January 20th. But corne January 19th, I'll tune myself into it and 
sl ide back into that Rush groove. It 's when you try to slide back 
into that groove and nothing happens - that 's when you know 
you have a problem." 

In analyzing the creative process which produces a Rush 
album, Lifeson explains that the dynamic interplay between the 
three members has changed somewhat over the years. 

"It's always difficuJ~ but sometimes it 's harder than other.;," 
he allows. "With Power WindowJ, we recorded all our jams at the 

soundcheck. We had a 101 of malerial we could pull ideas from 
and we tool< ahout 60 per cent of the flnaltrac", from lhose tape<;. 

"With Hold Yo"r FIT,'. we did the sarnc thlll~. hUI only took 
five per cent from the tapes. Most of those tracks ""me fmm 
sining down and physicall y working 0Utthe ideas. II 's always a 
challenge to come up with scmething new and difkrcnt. At the 
&an1e time, we 've learned to write in blocks - do simple skctches 
of mood and melody - and develop it inlo :r; complex a piece a~ 
we want. As we learn more and more with each aIlxlOl, we 
become more effICient and creative. 

"We used to compose on aooustic guitar all the way up until 
Permanent War,.I. Then we star1ed to use more technology. Now 
we set up the eight-trnck horne studio deck.< and a vocal mic, work 
the parts out more fully on demo cassettes and have almost 
everylhing worked out before we go into the studio." 

Lifeson admits that Rush has enjoyed more than its share of 
good fortune in surviving almost two decades in the music 
bu siness and says he empathizes with any new band tr)'ing to 
crack it today. He suggests the odd.~ are stacked against new 
outfits and blame; video as a prime culprit. 

"When Rush started out, we played an) chance we coold get 
to learn our chops. Quite often, we were fI"t on a three or four·act 
concen bill. But those shows don't exist anymore. Video has 
efficient ly killed that. 

"Rather than providing tour sUPJXln. record oompanies now 
have vidL'Os. Which means that all their legwork is done for them; 
they gctlazy arid doo't hultle tllC product like they used to. As a 
result. the young bands get killed. Thcy don't get the experience to 
become bener mu~ician~. That's why people are freaking oot over 
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Guns N' Roses. They look like a band that's tlJat's been around 
for a while and played every bar there is - and they sound like 
it too. 

"Another problem is having records produced by non
musicians," Lifesoo continues, warming to the suhject matter. 
'"Thcoce guys are programming sounds to the POlOt of making tl-em 
intentionally me~sy to ~imulat e someone playing live. As a result. 
the seeds of creativity don't have anywhere to be plamed anymore. 
When we first staned doing i~ there was thal fenile ground." 

Rush has survived all the usual pitfalls to attain rock music's 
version of the Good Housekeeping seal of approval. They've 
never ovcr-commert:ialized themselve;, have always s1o<xl hy 
sound ethics of quality and superior perfonnanoe, They delivCf a 
flTSt·da.~s effon. whetl-er live or on vinyl, and only release product 
when they have a definitive statement to make. 

"We always feel tl-ere is a cen.ain level of quality we must 
achieve to justify releasing an aim," ocknowledges ufe;on. 
"We're good enough musicians to play live and there's that 
whole peripheral picture of li ghting and presentation which we're 
noted for. And our albums have always retained certain high 
standards. 

"I ~uc,~ the mark of oor endurance is the long·time suppon of 
our hardcorc fans. These are people who don't go to many other 
conceits anymore because they can't deal with the hassle. But they 
corne out for us and they're our harshest critics. They're nOl afraid 
to tell us what they dislike and that's important to us b.:caule we 
know our mu.sic means so much to tl\(~m . It's that loyalty which 
differentiates our audience from a kx of other band~. It's nice to 
know they're always there when we need them." ~ 
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Dear Editor, 
I just thought that ather fans would like to hear how 

Rush made me a happy man. In March 1968 I was the proud owner of one 
ticket to see Rush at the N.E.C on the 2jrd April. After waiting five 
years I was finally going to see what I consider to be the greatest 
band anywhere, ever; it meant even more to me because at the time, I 
was suffering from Leukaemia ( thankfully I'm fully recovered now). It 
was a grunble to whether I would be well enough to go, but the gig was 
due to fall at a time when I would be in between bouts of treatrr.ent, 
so the chances were that I'd feel o.k. 

The Gods were'nt smiling on me I'm afraid; yes 1 felt well enough, 
but my Doc decided to serd me for some special treatment in Londcn, 
starting on the 19th April. Another five days and it would have been 
ok, I would have seen Rush and the hospital could have done what the 
hell it liked to me then. To add a really good dose of irony - the 
hospi tal that I was sent to (The Northwick Fark) is less than ,two 
miles from Wembley Arena. So there I would be - stuck in an isolation 
unit for five weeks, unable to even step outside the door, with Rush 
playing three consecutive gigs literally just down the road - AGCNY ••• 

The evening of the 2jrd was a grim one; to rut it bluntly, I was 
very p*@£ed off. I sat listening to 'Exit Stage Left', trying to ima
gine what it was like at the N.S.C. As the Nembley dates. came nearer, 
the nurses decided to do something over my rantings about not being 
able to see Rush. They contacted the Arena and spoke to the band's 
management. 

Their original request was for Rush to come and visit me; unfortun
atly, that wasn't possible, although I don't know what I would have 
done ff they'd have come, pr.obably fainted from shock ' I exrect. How~ 
ever, on the morning of the jOth 1 had a visitor, it was a very frien
dly roadie by the name of f.K~ who brought with him a seemingly innoc
ent c~rrier bag, which he unceromoniotisly ti}ped 6ut onto the bed. 
Strewn before me were five tour T-shirts, (all different) a badge, a 
tour sweatshirt and •••• a tour lrograrnme which Geddy, Alex ,and Neil ,'
had all autographed }jersonaly to me. To say ,that ~ was stunned is an 
understatement; even now I .can' t believe it, and I have to go and haY,e . 
a look at the programrr.e, :i,.t' s my most prized possession. 

So... Geddy, N e,il and ' A,lex if you ever get tG read this •.• THANKS. 
You- certainly c~ee~e~ m~ up. , After reading all the gig reviews in 
previous editions of t 'his fanzine I can only hope that you come back 
soon. You can bet your life , · r~ll be in the, front row if you do. Final
ly a great magazlne, 'keep up '.the good work. , 

MARK GREAVE~ (YCRK~HIRE) 
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Dear Etitor, 
After reading what songs wi ll be on 'A Show Of Ha~ds', 

like yourself I was di sappointed. Then a few l,ages on I read tte Ray 
Daniels interview in 1980, talking about their passion for hating 
bootlegs and how there's nothing go od you can say about them . I disa
gree. 

Bootlegs are illegal and quality is a problem, but they do show a 
ba~d in their true light. Mistakes, variations of a song being rlayed 
live and conversation between songs, all t here for the public to hear . 
In ~ssue 2 of 'Spirit', 1 wrote about the 'Xanadu' bootleg, an example 
of how professional bootlegs are getting. 

'A Show Of Hands' with four songs already available live, is one rea
son why bootlegs are getting more popular. Collectors and fans expect 
to hear unreleased live tracks on a NEW live 1F, if they don't they 
will buy bootlegs to hear more recent songs live. 

By releasing live songs already available, record companies should 
only expect bootleggers to give the public what they want to hear. 
Record companies could have more consideration for the public buying, 
rather than "how much money they can make". I also don't agree that 
buying a bootleg will stop someone buying the official 1I. For myself 
'A Show Of Hands' will be like a three sided 1P, having already got 
four of the songs on 1.2" single and CD single live. Does anyone agree? 
1ets have a show of hands ••• 

JIM W.ij.IGHT (RENFREW) 

Dear Editor, 
I must eXfress my eternal thanks to one IAN HUGHES, who 

first introduced me to Rush . Having heard of, but not heard Rush, I 
was to accompany him to the 2'1;4/88 concert at the N.E .C. Solihull 
near Birmingham. Being a great fan of live music, I agreed, with s~me 
reserve, to go. Inevitably I was not disappointed, infact my mind was 
systematically taken apart by the sheer talent of the three musicians. 

Since that night Rush has taken over my life. No longer a band but 
a way of life, as anyone reading this will know, from the first line 
of 'Finding My Nay' to the last of 'High Water'. I must tell you that 
I'm not a particular y impulsive pers on, neither am I suffering a musi
cal whim, the complex, intelligent progressive rock music, has an ill
usive intangiable quality, that has taken my philosophy on life to a 
higher plane. 

Thanks IAN for opening my eyes and enriching my life, all you other 
IAN HUGHES'S out there please follow his example, and spread the word, 
as others deserve my fortune. Keel, up the good work on the fanzine, 
it's just what we needed. 

KEVIN BUSHEL1 (W. MIDLANDS) 
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Dear Editor, 
'Nell, I finally received my summer issue of 'Spirit' (ha, 

ha). It's good to see that every issue improves on the previous one, 
a little bit like Rush albums. I especially enjoyed reading the Miles 
interview from the NME. It made extemely interesting reading. It was 
grossly self- opinionated ar.d a 'blind hatchet' job, but it pointed 
out Neil's highly flawed opinions at the time, (his complete condem
nation of the welfare state of this country on what was, after all, 
his second visit to the country, one with Rush, one in the early 70s, 
it was a bit unneccessary and, obviously, a blind and vulgar summary 
of something he didn't really know much about). 

But you can see why Rush were offended- by Mile's words, and it's 
good to see that they ignored his conemnation and carried on to be 
the best band in the world. I applaud 'Spirit' for printing the feat
ure, because it shows that, as in the innerview retrospective, we Rush 
can see both sides of the coin, and can be as critical of the greatest 
band ever, as we are respectful and fanatical. 

It's a pity that 'A Show Of Hands' has been dela:red untill January, 
I've tried our local import shop, but they haven't been (they never are) 
very helpful. The advert at the back of the summer zine looked very 
interesting, and it shows how much crap is needed to promote an album. 
(what are shelf talkers and tent toppers?). The cover looks really 
good; taken from the 'Force Ten' back projection, it's a great and ori
ginal cover. How about a more extensive readers poll?, favourite guitar 
solo , favourite lyrical ~assage , favourite- vocal performance , favourite 
drum solo, favourite bass performance, favourite other bands, favourite 
other album of the year, the list could be endless and it w.ould be 
interesting to see the views of the rest of the fans. 

Good luck for the next issue and all the others that will follow, I 
hope in the next year like the last, anything can happen •••• 

DAVID LYTHGOE (ALSAGER) 

Dear Editor, 
I would be glad of the opportunity to answer David Shanks 

criticism in issue five of the magazine of my article on the Rush 
tour books in issue four. David took exception to my comment about the 
Rush gigs at Stafford Bingley Hall on Sept 21st and 22nd 1979 being 
"one big wall of noise" - saying that.I could not have been there as 
the gigs were excellent. Firstly I would like to point out that I did 
go to the Sept 21st gig, and s'econdly I actually wrote, " ••• at 
the dreadful Stafford Bingley Hall, the acoustics being so bad, they 
turned Rush into one big wall of noise". 

My intention was to write of the Stafford Bingley Hall, NOT Rush. As 
I lived relatively close to Stafford for many years, I went to about a 
dozen concerts at the Bingley Hall. So I am in a good position to com
ment on it as a venue. The Bingley Hall was built as an agricultural 
hall, during the week it housed cattle auctions, the organizers not 
always having time to clear up the resulti~g mess before a gig started. 
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There was no ventilation, so it got hot during a gig, sweat from the 
crowd would condense on the cold ceiling and drip do~n on the audi~nce. 
The result was a warm salty shower that would start about fifteen min
utes into the bands set. The metal walls would resonate and reflect the 
sound so that if you were not in the center of the hall, in front of 
the mixing desk, the sound was a confused jumble. 

David was clearly in a good position in the hall for the Rush gig at 
Stafford, and saw Rush play an excellent set. Most people there that 
night were not so fortunate. One interesting thing I noticed about 
Davids letter, was that in his enthusiam to defend Rush his letter 
almost turned into a review of the gig. With just a little more work 
David could have J-Toduced along the lines an article like l\eil Elliott 
did about the concert review 'I~ssau Coliseurr., Long Island', that was 
printed in issue three. Writing a review of the Stafford shows, descr
ibing them and why they were good would have been more constructive 
than running down my writing efforts. 

Lastly it has to be said that issue five of the magazine was the best 
yet. 'A Nice Morning Drive' was brilliant. I never thought I would get 
the chance to read that, and the infamous NME interview 'Is Everybody 
feelin' All Right?' made me so angry the way it mis-represented Ayn 
Rand and Rush. Ayn Rand is not 'an ultra-right wing American cult writ
er' as the NME branded her, but a political philosopher and novelist 
of wide critical acclaim. During the 1940s and 50s Ayn Rand'a books 
'~he Fountainhead' and 'Atlas ~hrugged' were best sellers, and her phi
loso phy is totally opposed to the violation of human rights inherent in 
the right and left wing organizations that blight the world. 

It is also a little known, and very sad fact, that Geddy's father died 
as a consequence of the injuries sustained in a German concentration 
camp during World War Two. To suggest any link between Rush "and right 
wing politics is obviously insane, and must be very upsetting for Geddy 
personally. - ,I look forward to the next issue of the magazine, if it 
keeps getting better as the first five have done, it should be worth 
the wait, keep up the good work Mick, cheers ••• 

GEOFF SHEARD (OXFORD) 

Dear Editor, 
Here's my letter for this quarter. I felt I had to write 

after reading 'Spirit' No 5. It concerns two points brought up in the 
last issue. 1) An additional comment on the inclusion of four songs off 
Grace Under }ressure, on A ~how Of Hands, and it's running time. 2) A 
reply to another supporter of the 2112/Hemispheres style. 

Regarding 'A Show Of Hands', I must say I disagree with the comment 
on the inclusion of 'Red ~ector A', 'Distant Sarly Narning', 'Closer 
To The Heart' and 'Witch Hunt'. However 1 do agree with the fact that 
the ru:ming time is too short. The versions of the four songs were re
corded in the case of the first three at the NEC 88, and 'Witch Hunt' 
is off the }ower Windows tour, and all four songs are highlights of 
recent Rush tours and their exclusion off 'Hands' would have left it a 
bit weaker. On top of that, Red ~ector A and Closer To The Heart are 
subtley different from the versions appearing on the GUF video. They 
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have come on a hundred times from their original form off 'A Farewell To 
Kings' and 'Exit ~tage 1eft'. 

However as I have said, I agree with the comment on the running time 
being so short. As it is, nothing off the GUf 84 tour was used, and only 
two of the fourteen tracks, some off the fower Windows, the rest come _ 
from the Hold Your Fire tour, with over half from the NEC Birmingham, 
the rest from the U.S.A. Whether it was a record company decision to 
keep it a single CD I don't know - but subsequently tracks like Territ
ories, Middletown Dreams, Kid Gloves, Between The Wheels, Lock And Key 
and Limelight are excluded. A double CD would have allowed their inclu
sion and so documenting all three shows successfully. (Take the new 
Pink Floyd and Marrilion albums for eg.) Hopefully some will be released 
as B sides in the future. 

Now the second part - One of the great things about Rush has beer. 
this continual desire to progress and change, this in my opinion make 
Rush so intriguing to the listener. I love the old stuff as much as the 
new stuff, though I think the new stuff is better I have to admit. Yet 
this initial desire of certain fans of 2112/liemispheres, you may prefer 
that style of music, _fair enough, but hold on a minute do you really 
think Rush would be around today if 2112/Hemispheres were to be repeat
ed? (just look at Marrilion as an example now - a case of one concept 
t 'oo many). Of course not, they would have finished long ago and their 
epitaph would have read something like "scifi/fantasy heavy vibers with 
above average musicianship ie: they wouldn't have meant as much today 
as they do, if they didn't change course as often as they have done. 

I know your letter Jo, was attempting to understand this change, you 
put it across very well, but saying that Hoid Your Fire does not con
tain any soloing of note is rubbish. It is the best all round Hush al
bum for a number of reasons and finds them sounding stronger than ever. 
Older and wiser Ged, Alex and heil may be, but their music is still 
packed with emotion and power in the same way the older longer mater
ial like Bastille Day, Anthem and 2112 are, just sit your bum down and 
listen to things like Time Stand Stil l and Afterimage. It's this abil
ity to progress that makes Rush unique, and long may they continue ••• 

NAVEEN RATn(LlVERP001) 

Dear Editor, 
Thanks for '~pirit' NOb and the belated new year wishes; 

The responses to the NlYlE article in N05 were interesting. Rush are -an 
excellent group musically and were very hardworking on their way to the 
top, but looking at the sorts of things that feart had to say for him
self in this and other interviews, it's easy to see why so many people 
are put off them out of hand. Of course Rush took an individualistic 
stand to try and recordtLeir unusual music in the way they wanted, but 
what were they fighting against? None other than capitalist institutions 
like record companies, and conservative, narrow-minded radio programmers. 
It seems to me no coincidence that the generally more liberal social 
values of the 1960s produced a hell of a lot of good popular music in 
that decade and the following one, whereas the more monetarist and 



right-wing values now (which he seems to so greatly admire) have pro
duced re ams of conformist, sterile wallpaper music. The idea that cap~ 
italist individualism produces not greater diversity, but a bland hom
ogenised vacuum seems not to have occurred to the man. 

It came as no surprise to read in 'Visions' that he was an early 
school leaver who has since re ad just a few books. Frankly, a lot of 
his (a~d t he groups) ideas are half baked. If they come on with a sti
dent polit i cal attitude, they should at least know what they're talking 
about. I'm sorry for sounding so harsh, and I genuinely admire the 
groups music, but the social values which they at least pay lip service 
tOI stink. 

Unfortunately, even as regards the music, there has been a slight dip 
in my enthusiasm in recent years. As their songs have become more inif
orm in their length (like all good 80s groups), so their cutting edge 
has lessened. The group has matured (another common 80s word), they 
write verse/chorus/instrumental break songs just as required by the mar
ket. There is simply less excitment, less gut feeling, less progression, 
less musical vision than before. It's not just a product of aging, it's 
a state of mind induced by conservative domesticity. 

In my opinion, Hush reached an artistic peak with the brilliant }erm
anant Waves/Moving }ictures/Signals trilogy, and this was their commer
cial peak too. I'm ~ot suggesting a direct return to that sound, just 
more of a non-conformist approach again. Rush are still the best band 
at the moment - I just hope it stays that way for a while yet. 

Dear Editor, 

ALAN l-'OWYS (HARROW.) 

(The following letter was meant for publication 
in issue 6. But alas, arrived too late. Sorry 
Andrew/but better late than never ••••• Editor) 

I was eagerly awaiting October 17th for the release of 'A 
Show Of Hands' and was very disappointed and annoyed to find out only 
a few days beforehand that it was being delayed. I reckon they've ' 
missed quite an opportunity by postponing the release, as they will 
have missed the Christmas period, and the extra sales that can occur 
then. So instead of giving a review, I will have to do a preview in
stead . 

Given that most of us have heard the tracks live anyway, or if not, 
have heard the s tudio versions, there should not be any surprise over 
the mus i cal content of '~how Of Hands'. However, as to the choice of 
songs included on the album, I find myself agreeing with your comments 
the edit~rial. Distant Early Narning, Witch Hunt and Red Sector A hava 
all appeared as the supplementary tracks on various 12" singles and al
so all appaar on the GUP video, so they are not giving us anything new 
wi th these' tracks. As for Closer To The Heart, well, I suppose we had 
to have at least one oldie, so I don't mind too much. The rest of the 
al bum is made up of Subdivisions, four tracks from each of rower '.'iindows 
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and Hold Your. Fire, plus the drum solo from the recent concert series. 
On the whole then, this would seem a reasonable balance of songs from 
the previous few albums, but with a slight reservation over the tracks 
previously released on 12". 

With regard to the running time, this would seem to work out at abo
ut 73 to 74 minutes, which does seem rather short. However, this just 
hap:r;ens to be the maximum that can be :r;ut on a CD. So it would seem 
that the running time of A ~how Of Hands has been geared to cOEl}:act 
disc, and unfortunately we don't get any extra tracks on the vinyl IF, 
which is a shame, because an extra two tracks could have been fut on, 
making a running time of around 85 minutes. This would have been perfec
tly feasible and would not have compromised sound quality. 

,'{hen All The World's A Sta,se and Exi t ~tage 1eft came out and were 
rut on com:r;act disc, each had to have a track orrunited so that they would 
fit on the disc. The track selection for 'Hands' has obviously been 
designed to avoid this. }erhafs that is why Closer ~o The Heart was in
a~uded as a short track to fill Uf the space. So the introduction of 
compact disc has robbed us of two tracks from our double live LF. On 
the other hand, we got two tracks that we would not otherwise have got 
on Hold Your Fire; after all, Rush did say that they're not letting 
therr.selves be constrained by the running time limitations of the vinyl 
LF when they wrote Hold Your Fire. vVe tberefore ended uf with five 
tracks per side, rather than the four we got on each of the previous 3 
LPs. I wonder which two tracks we would have been denied if Hold Your 
Fire had only four tracks per side??? 

Anyway, I'm still looking forward to A ~how Of Hands and the ability 
to hear the more recent tracks live, as I feel that the noise of the 
crowd creates a different and more exciting atmosphere, making the live 
versions more enjoyable. For a simular reason, I'm looking forward to 
the release of the video, especially as it ~roises to be a full two 
hours long, rather than the edited versions we had for GUF and Exit. 
Roll on January; (or will it be February? or maybe March ••• ) . Hey; it 
can only be a matter of months untill they release their next stUdio 
album, then they'll be touring in 1990 - yAHOO ••••••• 

ANDREW. MCKENZIE (GLOUCESTER) 

************************************************ 
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First I'd like to welcome you back, thankvou for doing this again, 
it's real kind of you with your schedule .•. 

Oh, it's a pleasure. 

We'll start this second meeting with the fact that I went and saw the 
concert last night, my first Rush concert (I know Rush fans are gonna 
hate it if I admit that), I was quite taken with the show, I really was 

Well thanks .•• 

How did you feel about performing? 

Well, la s t night was one of those nights where I was sort of adjusting 
to the hall for the first half of the show. It felt like everyone was 
playing pretty good, and I think it was one of the better nights we've 
had on the tour actually. Sometimes it's hard for me to judge that even 
though I felt that everybody was playing pretty tight last night ; 
sometimes you can't gauge the energy you're putting out. 

So I was a little preoccupied ~ith getting comfortable for the first 
half of the show, but I mean you can tell in the room when you're on 
y'know, you can tell with the way people are reacting, and you can tell 
even with th e people that have heard the show for five years in a row 
that ar e sitting at th e side of th e stage, and they seemed to be jumpi ng 
around last night, so I think it was a pretty good night; I think it 
was a pretty special night last night ..• 

You guys have a rear screen projection system on stage ~ith you, a 
massive screen, and there are som p very interesting visuals that vnu 
have worked out. What got m", is, esp'2cially on "Subdivisions", while 
you were singin g - you were seRing that; I mean it was synched 
perfectly. Ho\) ,bes that happe:l ? 

Well it just t akes careful planning r ea lly. I mean hopefully as far as 
the rhythmic pac ing of the band, hopeful l y we're playing the same tempo 
every night - it 's somethinmg you strive for years to achieve! So our 
tempo doesn't really fluctuate very much. 
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GL Neil is very aware, and probably one of the things that he concerns 
himself most about, as far as being a drummer, is his tempo, and so we 
try and keep a very consistent tempo from night to night; that obviously 
helps with synching up the film. When we do all the film footage, we 
time it out to a soundtrack of the band so that the visuals are ••• , the 
music is infact a soundtrack to the visuals, or vice versa, however you 
want to look at it, so when you do it live, as long as you're playing it 
in the same tempo, and the projectionist starts it at the right time, 
you're locked in. 

JL Very good. Well, the only problem that I saw was when you had the space 
shuttle sequence over "Red Barchetta" - that was a little kind of a 
screw up ..•• just teasing! 

GL I was gonna say, ••. What ?!! 

JL You started off last night with "Spirit Of Radio"; I want to discuss 
that song for a minute. For someone like myself who started in radio 
in Freefore (?), and it was getting the message to the people in those 
days and it was a real cause for me, it had nothing to do with being 
well known, it had to do with my part of the movement. You talk about 
that in this song. 

GL Well the thing is there are similarities, because you're on one end of 
it obviously, trying to, as you say, get the message to the people, or 
basically I mean as far as I'm concerned, the message was music, and 
he re it is, and we have the station that we can listen to. So although 
you're on the one side of it playing the records and exposing music for 
people, I was the guy sitting on the other end of it tuning vou in and 
going "Yeah, this is fantastic!" It was just the greatest thing. that 
could happen, all of a sudden all these ••• I mean you'd have to scour 
the music papers to find out about new bands, you'd have to look hard 
for new records, interesting records that weren't your basic AM top 40 
records. For all those people who weren't into that, there it was, it 
was like manna from heaven, you turn on the dial and it came through 
loud and clear. DJ's played what they felt like playing, and sometimes 
it was good, sometimes it wasn't so good. Sometimes they were in an up 
mood so you had an up show, sometimes it was a real y'know "OK guys, 
let's get outside" , and you'd listen to like an hour and a half or two 
hours or even four hou rs of real outside music v'know. 
Everybody knows what it started with, how it caught on, and now it's 
a business like everything else, fair enough; but something's missing 
now from it, and it's a real sadness. That same sadness drove ~eil to 
write that song lyrically, a~d I think the reason why we could get 
behind it, and the reason why so manv people got behind it, insi de the 
band or outside the band, regardless of whether people even thought 
about the band, there was something being said in that song that 
everyone could relate to that was from that period - it was likp, 
"Yeah, that's radio" 

JL (Intro 2) 
As our lnnerview of Rus ;-, continu e s, '.,p're gain\?; to hear what, or r:1ore 
precisely who, V.'as the inspiration for the song "Digital Man" 

GL Well the song sort of came out of a sort of a little bit of personal 
comedy; we had the title way before we had a concept. There was a gUY 

who we hir ed, I think it , ... as on "Movi ng Pictures", to bring all this 
digital equipment so t)-,,gt \,' e could master the albu:T' digi t a]}\', :ind hE 
was a sort of a 'stran :',, ' example of modern man, without goin? 1n:o too 
much detail. 
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GL (Cont.) We were sitting around talking, and Le Studio had gotten their 
own digital equipment, so t here was really no need to hire our digital 
man this time, and we were trying to figure out beds, y'know, bed 
assignments, how many guys in the crew we could take to the house near 
Le Studio, because the situation is you live right on the premises. So 
somebody came out with the phrase "Well I guess we won't need a bed for 
the digital man" and everybody went (snaps his fingers) "Fantastic !" 
So we wrote it down and Neil developed a whole concept about modern man 
and the sort of transcience of modern man in the sort of society that 
we're living in - that sort of spurred the tune and the feel for the tune 
but it sort of represents technology getting to a certain point, the 
ease that one can float from one part of society to anoth er, and one part 
of the world to another, the communications race and the whole situation. 

JL I want to ask you about one other thing here, I think it's the chorus 
that says "Love to spend the night in Babylon, spend a long long time in 
Zion ..• ", I'm paraphrasing but ... 

GL Yeah, that's sort of again the dreamer sort of thing ... 

JL Where is zion ? 

GL Well, Zion is two states of mind really, there's the Zion of the 
Rastafarians, which is really the one I guess that we're talking about; 
it's supposed to be the homeland and the ideal - the Rastafarians are 
always trying to get back to Zion, they try to mould their lifestyle 
where they originally feel they come from. In that particular chorus, I 
think it's sort of a perplexing situation with our digital man, because 
here's a guy working with modern technology and being as modern as you 
can possibly be, and yet he's thinking about these simple sort of soulful 
type of places like Zion, " .. lovers wings to fly on •.• ", y'know it's, 
don't carry me away too much on these computer bits, leave something for 
my soul. 
There's these digital men and women running around the world totally 
being trained and they're like, "Yeah, 1 am the digital gUY, I'm hip to 
this thing and I know the whol e rap and I ha ve to inform every~ody 
else .•• " 

JL I'm getting the idea that you're going "How are you today ?II and he'd 
respond "Capacitor" 

GL Not really, he wasn't that much of a wirehead, hut 1 mean that's why I 
didn't want to get too particular about him, he just spurred the title. 
He was a pretty strange charact er, but there's so mu ch computer languag e 
now that's fitting into our liv e s and it's becnmin~ English v'know. We 
sort of started th at a littl E:: l;it 'v.'ith "Vit al Signs " , everybody 's a 
random-sample-hold type of l6 -bit information y 'know .. . 
Language is now known as information , and even to engin ee rs in studios 
they don't even talk in terms of mu s ic so much now going on tap e , it's 
talk about this kind of information going on tape . Bin~ry cod e is now 
being stored; music isn't even being stored on cassett e anYmore, on 
v id e 0 cas 5 e t t e, art he kin d a f d i ~ i t 3 1 c 3. sse t t e v 0 u us e , it' 5 al l I:J i 11 a T\' 

code, so everything's getting so co~municative and so computerised, it ' s 
gotta start showing in the way peoplE:: are thinking 'co s ther e ' s so much 
thought going on about that. 

JL (Intro 3) 
Now you 'r e about to hear a storY tilat mad e me truly em'lOllS ; it has to 
do with the song ;'Countdo\o.Tn", and the VIP vanta12e po int that Ceddv, ~ejl 

and Al ex got of the la'Jnch of t l':-? space Sh lJttl e . 
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JL First off, how in the hell did you guys arrange to get into the VIP 
section? 

GL Hey, we got pull baby! 

JL Well, I guess so, this must've been Rush tickets for life or something, 
I mean what happened ? 

GL Well it's weird how it started a few years ago •.• 

JL First off let's set up what we 're talking about; not the VIP section at 
some airport, but at Cape Kennedy, watching the shuttle .. • 

GL Kennedy, in there, VIP, section one, right beside Jerry Brown, y'know 

JL Jerry was happening 

GL Yeah, Jerry was there su r e, th ey were all there .•• 
No, a few ye ars ago, a s a mat t er of fact Jan e t Rickman wh o is now o~ 

the west coast, was working out of Nashville and sh e made some contact 
with some people at NASA to arrange a tour, just a tour through the sp ac e 
center. We had a day off, so we went down, we didn't know what to expect 
and we s a t down with J e rr y Griffin, wh o at th e time was the deputy 
director of the space center, and he explained a lot about the shuttle 
programme to us and took us to the whole place, the VAB building, the 
launching pads and the whole thing, it was really a great tour. At the 
end of the day we sat down together and had a few drinks and talked, and 
we had a lot in common. They were fascinated by what we did, and we were 
of course fascinated by what they do, but y'know they had never sat down 
with any rock 'n' roll band before, and listening to that from a 
technological point of view there were a lot of similarities. We would 
always call the shuttle their big gig, it was like their serious gig! 
They always said well if you're around during space shuttle time, come 
down to the launch, and we said "You're on ! we'll be there !" 
It wa s on e of th e great es t e xperien ces of my life, I'll never forget it 
as long as I live. 

JL It was that breathtaking . • • 

GL Oh ye ah, I mean th er e i s no describing it . You can't describe it to 
anyon e be cause it's . . . we tri e d to with "Countdown", maybe we gave a 
little ink ling o f what it wa s , but, it wa s ju s t on e of th e most 
amazing things to exper i e nc e ... 
VIP On e is thre e mil es awa y and th e thing i s huge, it's like the icon 
up t heT ': :" 0:'; know, 3nd t he t l-, lP g h l o lo.'s an d VO~l r pAnt s ar e shakin g, a nc1 
you'r e t hree mi l es awa y : So t o d e~cr ib e th e forc e o f th e thing it s 
aaagghh :, ther e ' s no des cri h in g it, y'kn ow you'r e this close to 
coverin g your e ars - th e volume , th e shee r si ze of the s ound . You'r e 
ju s t ab out to go lik e that and a ll th e ,,'hil e you 'r e thinking "Ho'" do 
tho se gu ys fe el? Th ev ' re si ttin g o~ thl s bomb ! and th en just t ea ri ng 
o ff into t'-l'c: sh'" , it' s jLSt fasc i :l.'lting.. 

J L I t h i ~~ t~ e n ~xt quest i on her e is G e ~dy , once th ey st ar t se llin g 
commerci a l ticke ts are you gonna go ? 

GL I ' d l o~ c t o. 1 mea~ wou ld you go ? 

J L Ab so lut ely 

(, L Th ", r to \ ' .) u g ('> . 0 [ c ou r s ':. ' 
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JL In the song "The Weapon", the subject of fear and the attempts at 
legislating morality that can result from that fear is something that 
seems to be all around us ••• 

GL I'll give you an example. In Ontario, where I live, there's still a 
censor board as far as movies go. Two examples; "The Tin Drum" didn't 
play there until some scenes were cut out of it, "Fretty Baby" has 
never played in Ontario; I don't know why, but it hasn't. It's fear 
that runs the censor board, and it spreads paranoia; I mean all these 
mothers figure "Oh, well the censor board must be right because it's a 
horrible thing and look what might happen to ••• you know we'll get like 
New York or we'll get like this place or that place •• " So okay, the 
concern is real and the concern is genuine, I feel for that kind of 
concern because I live in the city and I have a child, I care about the 
things that he comes in contact with, but let's get realistic, this is 
the 1980's, people aren't idiots; some people are idiots, but I'm not 
an idiot and I wanna see this movie! It insults me that that happens. 
So okay, that's a tangent, that's one example and I think if you look 
around you can find a lot of them. 

JL Well the way that you paraphrase The Lords' Prayer in here is a great 
turn of phrase I thought. I'm just wondering, it's just a guess, but 
are you guys by chance referring to nuclear war here when you say "in 
th e glory ga~e on th e pr-,\,,'er train thy kin~do1':1s wi 11 he done" ? 

GL Yeah. 

JL I was correct then ? 

GL Pretty accurate; I think it relates to more than just y'know, nuciear 
situations, it's power struggle and the power gained by the people in 
control that decide to use this fear for their own benefit or against 
the good of the people . It is a game in a sense, and it's really getting 
to pure power - that's what we're talking about, and personal power, how 
fear fits into that manipulative game. 

JL In the song called "Losing It", this is a very sensitive look at the loss 
of natural talent and inspiration to the great reaper time, which we were 
just talking about. Do you ever fear of your own creativity being dulled 
or even spent by age ? 

GL Ah, 1 don't kno\..' if it's necessarily by ' age, but of course I think 
anybody who consid ers th emse lves to be even a little bit creative has a 
fear that that'll all suddenly be gone one day. It's a real fear; I 
don't think about it too much. 1 hope I don't wake up one day and I'm 
lik e , a c0o'.zic, T C3~: 't 0 -' anvt hin f: h ut li e th ",re : 1 thin1', it's a f e,gr 
that exists; to sor.: c artists it's a devas tating feRr - v'kno\..' after th ey 
finish a record it's lik e "Oh God, will I ever _be a'-lle to do this 
again ?" I us ed t o feel like that, after I wrot e a song thRt I thought 
was good I'd never think I could write a song that I thought was good 
again, but after ti1':1e you get mor e confiden ce in yo ur ability and th e 
longer at le _,~ t fo:- ::1 2 , th a L i 'rr. in th f- t"Jsinps o , I r eal i se \,'kno \-" T'r.. 
getting a little loonier and I have a little sort of lunatic kind of 
confidence in ~\' se lf, s~ T sort of fig ure okav, yeah, put mp in an y s ~ rt 

of situation and I'll do it, so it's not such a real fear for me anymore. 
I think a fear in that aspect with me is more, •.• v'know, I'm happy as 
lon g as 1 hav e sn~eth ing to do; as lnng as I h3v e an al'-lum to wor k on or 
a so ng to write nr a gig to do, that ke e ps me hapov. So T guess ther e ' s a 
little bit of fear with 1':1e of growing old and not heing able to do tho se 
thin ~" .. So , ye a !. , T'el s a \' ~ t exists, T t C: i'1 ~-. it prClhp.~'l" do",,,, in mn~t 
mu sic ian s or mos ~ r C~ ~: 0 . 
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GL. (New section) 
Y'know, regardless of what aspect of the band it is - whether it's 
pUblicity or videos or whatever, in the end the band pays the piper, 
y'Know, I mean we're responsible. Whether it's touring schedule or what; 
if some kid didn't get to see the band this year in this town, ultimately 
it comes down to the band, the band is to blame, the band is the figure
head for us. So you have to take an interest in all aspects of what goes 
down, and make sure that regardless of what good people you have working 
for you, sometimes what you want gets watered down and doesn't come 
across in the same way that you wanted it to, so you have to take an 
interest and you have to be prepared to spend time (and time is the most 
valuable commodity there is), you have to put the time in to make sure 
that you're being represented properly. That's why Neil does these 
things, because he went through years of reading his bios that make you 
so mad you want to tear them up and throw them in the garbage. We don't 
want to be hyped, but at the same time Neil is getting experience as a 
writer; he loves doing those things and he's representing the band well 
in his bios, and putting some real thoughts and feelings about how we 
felt about making these records across to whoever wants to read the 
thing, rather than have sales figures and tour dates or you know .•• So 
it's nice for us to focus on what we do and what is real about what we 
do. 

JL It sure is, and I do like the things that he talks about, like the walk 
across the lake at midnight, things like that give you a real feel for 
where these people were when they recorded this record. 

GL It's the atmosphere, I mean that's supposed to be interesting about an 
album, it's not so much how many records it sells, but how it was made 
and hopefully there's some insight into why it sounds the way it sounds. 
Every album to me is like a time capsule, and the circumstances 
surrounding an album somehow creep onto the vinyl; I don't know ho~, but 
it does, and the more you know about the environment the easier it is to 
see the whole picture of the record, especially if you care a~out what 
happened beyond the plastic. 

JL Let's just mention a word here about Alex, Since we haven't talked about 
him .•• 

GL Alex, he's the blond guy, right? 

JL The blond guy, right, and this is a real important musical question 
here ... 

GL vrhat d:J you \"ant to talk a~out, his hair cu t '( 

JL (laughing) Okay, since you brought it up, ~hat do you think? 

GL I don't know, I think he thinks h~'s David Bowi e 

JL God; 

GL I bett er say something nIce about him 

JL Yeah, tell us just anything nice about Alex, if yOU ca~ com~ up with 
something this week 

GL Okay, so~e thing nic e about Al ex ... some th1n~ n lC ~ ab0ut Al ex ... ge e , 1 
us ee :0 k n 0 1,..; s ')m.=- tl-)i:1 f? 'llC e aho ,_!t Al,,:~ ... 
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JL Geddy is really racking his mind here to come up with this ••• 

GL I can't recall ••• , he's really a great cook. He really is, he's a 
fantastic cook. He's probably one of the best cooks there is. He makes 
great food and he makes fantastic lasagne. Not as good as his mother's, 
but still quite close ••• 

JL Alright, thankyou for coming again this second time, I appreciate it. 

GL I enjoyed it; it's funny, I haven't done more than maybe three 
interviews on this whole tour, and you get out of shape (like with 
anything), just talking about what you do. I really felt it the first 
twenty minutes we were talking; I felt very awkward, and as the inter
view got going I got more confident, because I started to remember 
that the best interview is just a conversation. 

JL That's the deal, yeah. 

c 

lIIB ... I I~EIL 7 Qt=!'-' _, ,-' 1 

Take a look around you! 

There are thousands of you. Young, excited, 
united by a common bond. You have come to 
"crank it up" and get "blown away." You 
wear the lame clothes, you like the lame lound, 
do the lame things. You're like a mighty army! 

What brings you all together? It iln't jult Rush, 
bt>cause you've seen the same faces at other 
concf'rts. Maybe the rock music is the unifying 
force? 

GOOdy knows! When Rush singl, they paint a 
very accurate picture of who your leader is and at 
what speed you are following him. The pacf. il 
enormous. Rock music, lIex, drugs and rebellion! 
Take a good look at those around you. The apostle 
Paul wrote an accurate description of your 
companions almost 2,000 year~ ago. He said, 

"But mark this: There u'ill be terrible times in the 
last days. People will be lovers of themselves, 
lovers of manry. boastful, proud, abusilw, 
diso bedient to th (' ir parcnts. unffTatl'fu/, Ul1hol), 
u'ithout love, unforgil.'ing, slandt,rtJus, u'ithout 
self-control, brutal, not 10lJers of the goad , 
treacherous , rash , eonc('itcd, IOl'rrs of pleasure 
rather than lo uers of God. ",2 Tim. 3:1·4/ 

In verse 5 he warns us to "have 1!othillg to do 
with them ." But here you nre. Right in the middle 
nf it all. You too are "runnin~ with the de\'il." 

If you ha ve the coural{e and insig ht to admit thit; 
and you want a way out,-Help is available. 

"For Wid,· is thc!?a Ir, and bruad is th(' ruad tha I 
l('ads t() destrurtion alld many enter thruugh It. 
Bu! small is the gat(' and narrou' the road thaI 
leads to life, and ani.' (1 feu' find it." (Ml 7: 13, 14 , 

We would like to help you Ilet ~stablished on that 
narrow road by introducing you to the reality of 
Jesus. Perhaps you hove had a brush with the 
"ch urch" and founa that t hrrc waslitt]e difference 
In the lifeotyle~ ofthu;;" in the "church" and those 
out. TnRt may be truf' . However, in theS E! lllst 
davs, God is calling to himself people that are 
totally committed and dedicated to Him as you 
and vour friends are to the things of the devil. 

THE CHOICE IS YOURS! 
You can continue to "run "".-jth the devil" toward 

de~truction and et.ernal separation from a loying 
GC::1G ) ur .\,(/l.: car, ·tc":'T. r. ... \· u~· fr(Jr:~ V\ hat y .. )~ e.re t"': ( IY." 

doing and follow in the footsteps of Jesus. 

Teen Challenge 
We want to help you become a new person, free from bad 
habits and life-controlling problems, by putting your 
faith in God and learning a new lifestyle . 

P"h:'Fhcd t:, Tern Cha:: rn/u and /I.·ell Life Fr!l" u'F":; 
'S Tee!. Challenge, 1984 

For mure inf(}rmatiun, contact : 

Teen Challenge, Dept. T 
p, 0, Box 134 

Hungerford, Texas 77448 
409/532-5613 7131342-9505 
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RUSH 
ALBUM BY ALBUM 

W'elcome to Album by Album, a new feature in which we will look in 
detail at each Rush album in chronolo~ical order - considering it's 
good and bad points. 

HUSH (197 3) 

However you lollrk at it Rush's debut album stands as a monument to 
70s rock. Led Zeppelin Jr. or not, this album is full of the youth and 
excitment they must have felt at the time. Even at this early stage in 
their career they were very competent musicians, Alex pulling the riffs 
from his guitar, Geddy getting to ~rips with his bass, (and his crotch) 
and, John producing a great thiak sound from his double bass drums. 

This excitment brims over onto the front cover. Although it isn't the 
best design ever, it amply describes the vinyl inside - an eruption of 
power that happens when the needle finds it's way (excus~ the ' pun) into 
the groove's; of the first track ••• Choosing 'Finding My Way' as the 
albums opener instead of 'Not Fade Away' waa a inspired choice. The 
openin~ chords of the LP give the listener a hint of what ' is to come. 

Alex really gets to grips with his solo on this track, many people 
say he sounded like Jimmy Page, when you think about it that was quite 
a compliment. A clever feature here is the way in which the riffs at 
the start of the track build up in volU.II.e until Geddy's "Yeah, oh Yeah". 
The lyrics are quite obviously an afterthought, but frankly the attention 
of the' listener is on the music here, with the words mingling in the 
background with the drums. 

'Nedd Some Love' shows Rush's fiirst experiment with time changes, 
even though they are only minor ones, (verse/chorus). Once again Ale~ 
stands out., but also here we get our first taste of John's bridge pass
ages and emphasis on the ride cymbal in the chorus. 'Take A Friend' 
starts off promisingly, but never seems to fulfill it's early promise. 
The drumming on this track is the loosest on the album, with John get
ting behind in places. Once again the guitar solo works well, but it 
doesn't help the song much, one of the better points of this track is 
Geddy's bas a, which comes across very well in the chorus. The lyrics, 
are awful, but this time they show up, where as before it didn't matter, 
Not the ' best. s.ong they've done. 

'Here Again', makes up the ~st ground - a slower tempo and more int
erest in the songs dynamics. Geddy's voice is very powerful here and 
really adds to the track, the emotion he summons up is incredible. 
Geddy's bass also fits well into the song: The weak point this time is 
John's bass drum which suffers from the 'paper bag' syndrome. 

L/LI , , 



Side two of the album is hard to fault. 'What Y'ou're Doint. finds. 
Alex and Geddy on form together, and John's bass drum problems are 
solved, he also providgs some great rolls. The ending is irresistable, 
the 'three riff special'. 

What is there to be said about 'In The Mood' that hasn't been said 
before? With one of the best hooklines of all time this track couldn't 
go wron~; but don't overlook Alex's solo and Geddy's great rythm. 
'Before And After' is my favourite track on the album. A ~reat accoustic 
entry that buils up to a thick down-beat rock melody, and then into a 
full blooded power track. Although it has been done before, the Rutsey/ 
Lifeson duet is superb here. John's footw,ork is immaculate, on a level 
Neil would have been proud of. The hi-hat does occasionally get behind 
but this can be overlooked. Alex puts Jimmy Fage . to shame. 

The opening riffs to 'Working Man' sum this track up. Those first 
chords sound like five guitars are being used. Each respective member 
of the band is at his peak here, and especially in the build up to the 
finale. Even the lyrics are , thoughtful and no doubt meant a lot to fans 
in the same situation. The ending to the track aarns it it's 'killer' 
status - the great extended riffing, especially Alex's final buildup. 
What a way to close your debut LI ••• 

'Rush' is a very competent albUIl indeed. Although many of the tracks 
are play it safe numbers, there is a certain air of experimentation 
even at th:hs; stage. Alex already has magic fingers, Geddy's bass playin~ 
is solid and John's fest speak for themselves, he did nee~ thou~h ~o 
concentrate on his time keepin~. It is true to say that Rush never sum
monded up as much energy again, but that comes down to excitrnent and 
anticipation. WhlEt; the band. needed now, was snme ba-tter Jl.yric$ (enter' 
Neil), and a tightness that was lackin~ due to loose drumming (enter 
Neil again;). 

'Rush' is an album that the band c..ould be proud of, and a nice way 
for John to ~o out. It's also a de£initive part of any Rush ·collection. 

ANDREW FIELD 

J 
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FOR SALE: A Copy of official promo video of TIME STAND STILL. Also 
the promo film of LOCK AND KEY plus MARATHON LIVE, a promo collage 
of the ' A SHOW OF HANDS' video. All on the same tape. Price £7.50, 
includes tape and post and packing. Cheques payable to L.SPEARING, 
17 FALKLAND HOUSE, BROMLEY ROAD, CATFORD, LONDON SE6. 
WANTED: Any RUSH tour programmes WANTED: Live RUSH tapes, audio 
early UK tours / N.AMERICAN issues and video. Over 28 0 shows for 
different to UK. Also Words and trade etc. Send your lists and/ 
pics vol.2, Peart's Pieces of 8 or request ours. Also other 
flexi-disc, Rush N Roulette 12". bands available on audio. Send 
Details to: G.HARPER 58 GRANGE RD an S.A.E. to NEIL 17 NINEHAMS 
SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY CR2 ONB GARDENS,CATERHAM,SURREY CR3 5LP 
FOR SALE: Selection of early Rush WANTED: Articles, cover artwork 
tour T-shirts, posters and badges. reviews, photo ' s, adverts etc. 
Also UK and import records, S.A.E. Anything we can use in "SPIRIT" 
for list. THRUSHCROSS GRANGE, for others to see and share.This 
P.O. BOX 159, COVENTRY CV1 1AA. is a FANzine and we need your 
FOR SALE: Programmes: Moving pics, contributions to help in the 
Signals,Grace,Power Windows, Hold, continuation of this publication 
Your Fire tours. Offers: GAZZA 147 Send pieces to: "THE SPIRIT OF 
WILLINGDALE ROAD, LOUGHTON, ESSEX. RUSH", 26 BERWICK TOWER, KNOYLE 
WANTED: Anthem label recordings of ST. NEW CROSS, LONDON, SE14. 
Pictures, Exit, Signals, Grace, FOR SALE: Canadian & US music 
Windows, Fire and Hands. STUART mags with RUSH covers & features 
TAIT, 99 BROOMS IDE LANE, BELMONT, Price £5 each. Write for list: 
DURHAM DH1 2QT. DAVE ORENCHUK,31- 1016 WEST 13TH 
WANTED: Rush posters, tapes, tour AVE. VANCOUVER BC,CANADA V6H 1NZ : 
programmes other memorabilia. ANDY SUMMERS Live tapes wanted. : 
Please send d e tails and prices to: Have police, Rush, Yes & Suzanne : 
DAVID ADAM, 9 DRUMMOND AVENUE, Vega tapes also. KEITH HEBERT, : 
NETHERFIELD, NOTTINGHAM NG4 2PR. 119- 555 NORTH ROAD, COQUITLAM, : 

B.C. CANADA V3J 1N8. : 
AUCTION 

The following items are for auction. Against e ach one is the minimum bid 
accepted. Send your offers, in writing, to reach NEIL by 31st May 89. If 
you have anything to offer as a trade instead of/as well as a cash offer 
let me know what you have. All are in exce llent condition unless stated . 

1) 
2) 
3 ) 
4) 
5) 
6 ) 
7 ) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

TIME STAND STILL 7" LIMITED EDITION PULL- OUT INNER SLEEVE 
THE BODY ELECTRIC 7" UK DJ PROMO WITH PICTURE-SLEEVE 
POWER WINDOWS LP UK PICTURE DISC (UNPLAYED) 
TIME STAND STILL US PROMO CD SINGLE 
PRIME MOVER UK CD SINGLE NUMBERED (UNPLAYED) 
ALEX LIFESON 12" INTERVIEW PICTURE-DISC (UNPLAYED) 
HOLD YOUR FIRE RED BALLOON (INFLATABLE) ANY 
NEW WORLD MAN 7" US PROMO WITH PIC- SLEEVE 
TIME STAND STILL 12" UK PROMO 
A SHOW OF HANDS US LP PROMO EMBOSSED SLEEVE (UNPLAYED) 
VITAL SIGNS UK 7" NO SLEEVE 

MB £4 
MB £5 
MB £9 
MB £8 
MB £4 
MB £6 

OFFERS 
MB £5 
MB £6 
MB £10 

. MB 75p 

**SUBSCRIBERS** Can place 1 advert up to 20 words FREE of charge, any 
words over 20 are lOp e ach. Name and a ddress mus t be paid for. 
-------- - ------- - -- - - --- -- - -- - - ---- - ------ - --- -- ~ - -- - - ----- -- - -- --- ---
TO SELL, TRADE, SWAP, WANT ETC . SEND AD'S AT lOp PER WORD (NAME AND 
ADDRESS MUST BE PAID FOR) PAYABLE TO "THE SP IRIT OF RUSH" C/O 
17 NINEHAMS GARDENS, CATERHAM, SURREY, CR3 5LP. 
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BY 
TERRY r">UV,",' CAPTURE THE EXCITEMENT 
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